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THE MEETING COMMENCED ON MONDAY, 5TH NOVEMBER 2018, AS 

FOLLOWS: 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Members, could I have your attention 

please?  It's a great honour for me as Cathaoirleach of 

Wicklow County Council to welcome Ambassador 

Deike Potzel, to our Chamber here.  It is her first 

visit to the Chamber as Ambassador and we're delighted 

you accepted our invitation to visit with us here.  

There have been many visits of your predecessors over 

the years to the Chamber and to the Wicklow and 

certainly we've had a wonderful relationship with your 

embassy and obviously with our twinning with Würzburg.  

That's obviously the main reason for our relationship 

here is our twinning arrangement, as we all know, with 

Würzburg.  Many of our members here have travelled to 

Würzburg over the years and we've been really impressed 

with what is on offer in Würzburg.  A beautiful, 

beautiful city.  Great historical city as well and 

certainly we've been very happy any time we've gone 

there.  

I think it's fair to say the driving force of the 

relationship is a man who's on our left here, he's well 

known to us, it's George Jones on our side and Matthias 

who is on the German side.  George has been the driving 

force for almost 20 years now at this stage and it's 

been our most successful twinning.  We've had a number 

of twinnings throughout the years with various 
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countries and I think it's fair to say I think I speak 

on behalf of all the members when I say this has been 

the most successful one.  To have a successful twinning 

it takes work, as we all well know, on both sides, and 

George has been the engine that has been driving us 

from this side.  Certainly now that there's a very good 

Committee, the Irish German Society here as well and 

that has been driving us as well.  Throughout the years 

we've had various exchanges between our schools and 

business, our music and sporting and civic 

organisations in the past 20 years as well.  And even 

only recently, I know you're well aware, that you had a 

dinner for the German people that were over here from 

Würzburg on Friday night as well and that was one of, I 

think, three groups from Würzburg that had been in 

Wicklow in the past month or six weeks.  That would 

give you an indication of the interaction that's 

happening between us and them as well.  

I don't know if you're aware that in 1946 in the 

aftermath of the Second World War - and I presume a 

number of people around this Chamber wouldn't realise 

this as well - Operation Shamrock was established to 

bring children primarily from war-torn Germany to 

Ireland.  The main reception area for these children 

was in Glencree, near Enniskerry and the children were 

then placed with families who helped to look after them 

for up to three years, and before sending them back to 

their relatives in Germany, a small number of the 
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children who had no surviving relatives made Ireland 

their home.  I know a number of these and they have 

made a very significant contribution to Ireland since 

then.  

Also, in the aftermath of the Second World War the 

German War Cemetery was established in Glencree.  I 

don't know if you have been there.  If you haven't it 

certainly is well worth going to see.  The cemetery is 

situated in Glencree and contains the graves of several 

hundred German military personnel mostly from the 

airforce and the naval services who died on Irish 

shores during the war.  

One of the world's best known brands, Siemens, and we 

have very strong connections with Siemens because in 

the 1870s Siemens got involved in laying the 

transatlantic cable connecting Ireland and Britain and 

to the United States, and the first cable having been 

laid by a Wicklow man, Captain Halpin, of the Great 

Eastern, and this the beginning of Siemens presence in 

Ireland and they went on to engage in many 

infrastructural schemes, including Turlock Hill, 

Ireland's only storage pumping station in the Wicklow 

Gap in 1974.  

I think it's fair to say that we in Ireland value our 

relationship with Europe and certainly since we have 

come in in the early 1970s we have embraced Europe.  
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It's a wonderful project.  It has been very beneficial 

to Irish people as well.  Unfortunately our neighbours 

in Britain have decided to leave.  I think it's fair to 

say that they haven't embraced Europe like we have.  

Certainly our relationship with Germany and Würzburg 

that will continue and hopefully will strengthen over 

time as well because I think it's very important from 

us as an economy when we're losing our biggest market 

and the relationship we've had with Britain over these 

years, that has to be replaced and certainly we would 

be looking to the economic engine in Europe, Germany, 

and our friendship with the German people to become 

even stronger in the future years as well.  

Could I thank you again for the visit here.  You have 

been very, very welcome.  I know that most ambassadors 

here come for a number of years and move on.  We hope 

that you will have time to experience our county.  This 

is the Garden County, the most beautiful county in 

Ireland, we all think and we all agree with that and I 

don't know if you have had time to go around it but 

certainly it's to be recommended as well.  I hope that 

your time spent here will be very fruitful and you will 

have happy memories here.  Thank you very much.  

MS. POTZEL:  Thank you very much for having me.  It's 

an honour to be invited to come and see you and speak 

to you.  First of all, let me also utter a few words of 

praise for Wicklow and Wicklow County Council and the 

County.  I arrived basically exactly a year ago, 1st 
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November last year and three days later I drove up to 

the Wicklow Mountains with Irish now friends, then 

people who I didn't really know very well but they took 

me through the mountains and up to Sally Gap and I was 

amazed by the beauty of the surroundings and we stopped 

in Laragh obviously and then went walking in 

Glendalough.  So that happened three days after my 

arrival.  And I've been back every so often because in 

any weather and in any time of the year this is such a 

wonderful landscape that you have and it's been looked 

after so well that I'm always impressed and I always 

take my friends who are coming over in quite big 

numbers from Germany, I always take them up there and 

we always stop at Glencree as well at the centre for 

peace and reconciliation and have a look at the 

Shamrock Exhibition and also go and have a look at the 

cemetery there, went down to Brittas Bay and Arklow and 

all the way up.  So it's been fantastic to be here and 

to cherish the moments in this wonderful surrounding.  

It's really a treasure that you have here.  

As I said, it's really wonderful that I have the chance 

to talk to you today and I'm more than happy to answer 

questions later on.  Let me, first of all, also thank 

George and underline the importance that we as the 

embassy attach to this exchange to those twinnings.  I 

said that before and you've heard it before, it's the 

most liveliest twinning that we have all over Ireland 

and I'm truly, truly grateful for that.  So a very big 
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thank you also to here in this room.  

What I particularly like is that you also include the 

young ones.  That you opened up to schools.  That you 

have very vivid school exchanges because I think this 

is like the basis for our future, if we bring together 

the young ones.  And you do that with your full 

commitment and it's wonderful to go and see the young 

kids at the schools and see how they enjoyed their time 

in the other country and that they have learned so 

much.  We Germans we have seen throughout our history 

how important this exchange is, especially youth 

exchange.  Like when you think of our efforts to 

reconciliation, our friendships and twinnings with 

France and Poland have really helped us to get on with 

reconciliation in Europe and so we have felt ourselves 

how important an instrument this is.  States can do so 

much and yes, politicians can meet and business people 

can meet and exchange but it's the people and hopefully 

big numbers of people, if they get to know each other 

and understand each other better and know about each 

other, that is really something that will shape our 

European home and it is a joint home.  

You were already alluding to Brexit.  With Brexit, the 

European landscape will change.  We also are very, very 

saddened by the fact that the British are leaving but 

we are firmly convinced that we will keep this project 

going with the then 27 and we won't spare any effort to 
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support this European project.  

What we have realised and seen is that Ireland is 

opening up more to countries on, as you say, the 

continent and we, luckily enough, also profit from this 

sort of intensified interest.  The Irish Government has 

produced, last April, a review on our relations, 

bilateral relations, and came up with a number of 

recommendations, how to foster and strengthen the 

relations on a bilateral level economics, business, 

cultural, political exchange and so on and so forth.  

And I'm very happy to be here at a time when we can 

really see this exchange growing.  I would like to 

invite you also, everybody around those tables here, to 

use the opportunities that are here.  We have a very 

committed German-Irish Chamber of Commerce, for 

instance, in Dublin so if there's anything that comes 

to your mind where you feel that would need their 

support, they will be more than ready to help and tell 

you about also market opportunities, business 

opportunities, for instance, in Germany or get German 

companies interested to come over here.  We now have 

300 German companies in Ireland employing some 200,000 

people, some of the bigger names are SAP for instance, 

who employ more than 2,000 people here in Dublin and in 

Galway.  So they know the market quite well but I also 

think that there is still more opportunities for Irish 

companies on the German market and especially now after 

Brexit I see that there's also a growing interest.  
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I would also love to invite you to have a look at our 

wonderful newly refurbished Goethe-Institut, an 

institute that is looking into cultural exchange, 

putting up a lot of cultural programmes but also offers 

language courses.  So if anybody feels compelled to 

learn this I admit not so easy German language, then do 

feel invited.  Honestly, Irish is not so easy either so 

you can try at least.  Anyways we just reopened it, 

it's on Merrion Square and is just a beautiful, 

beautiful, beautiful building.  As I say, they also 

offer lovely cultural nights and it's definitely worth 

a visit, or if you just want to have a nice coffee 

there is a cafeteria downstairs and they offer very 

nice coffee as well.  Do you have a look.  

As I say, there are so many opportunities on a 

political level.  We are trying to do our best as well.  

Our Foreign Minister has been here in April, the first 

German Foreign Minister to visit Ireland in eight years 

which is far too long a period, but that went really 

well and the two Foreign Ministers got on very well and 

they talked a lot about a number of issues and we are 

very much aligned in very many international topics.  

Yes, we also disagree on certain topics and there's 

this famous three-letter word beginning with T and 

ending with X where we do have certain differences but 

then there are lots of other areas where we are very, 

very much like minded and for us, Germany, Ireland also 
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is an important partner in the international scene and 

obviously also within the European Union.  

So with this, as I said, I'm more than happy to answer 

questions but do feel invited to work closely with us, 

either in the embassy or through the twinnings that you 

have.  Do encourage the young ones to get involved, to 

get interested.  Germany is a wonderful tourist 

destination so I would like to invite you to think 

about the next holiday.  It's not far away.  It's cheap 

toll get there and even to spend the holiday there is 

not very expensive.  And it's beautiful and warm even.  

Some people forget about that.  Our summers are really 

warm.  It's a great destination for doing business.  As 

I said, a lot of market opportunities and it is also a 

wonderful destination for cultural experience, 

especially like in the big towns there's so much 

happening, not that Dublin is void of cultural events, 

but then I mean there's a very cultural diverse vivid 

cultural scene in Germany too.  

So we stand ready to support you, if you're interested 

in working with us.  I'm very grateful to have the 

chance to talk to you here today.  Thank you very much 

for listening.  Thanks.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Thank you, Deike.  

George Jones now who is the Chairman of our Twinning 

Committee will say a few words, then I'm going to open 

it up to members, then Cllr. Ryan first and then 
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Cllr. Timmins after that.  

MR. JONES:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach, and thank you for 

the invitation to come down here which is only a 

temporary visit.  I'm not making any permanent visit, 

or anything like that.  Thanks very much to the 

Cathaoirleach and the Executive for inviting me here 

along with her Excellency here today.  The only point I 

would make is that we have a very strong relationship 

with the twinning arrangements, Wicklow has an 

arrangement.  I would ask people to actively continue 

to support this partnership.  Nineteen years ago the 

contract of partnership was signed with the City of 

Würzburg in Bray.  And since then we have worked and 

probably the biggest success of working with the City 

of Würzburg has been that it's a community-based 

operation.  It is not just for politicians because in 

time in the past, partnerships and twinnings have got 

into a bad reputation and has only been a vehicle for 

just using visits by each set of politicians but the 

Würzburg connection has been nothing like that.  It's 

been a mixture of all sorts and the Cathaoirleach 

listed out there the amount of variety of community 

groups, cultural groups, musical groups that have been 

exchanged between both cities over that past 19 years.  

Next year is going to be a special year for us.  The 

Lord Mayor will lead a very large delegation of 

Würzburg citizens here this time next year to celebrate 

the 20 years.  
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The other thing I'd like to say, I'd like to thank the 

Cathaoirleach and members of Wicklow County Council, 

members of Bray Municipal District Council also and the 

Chief Executive for their continued support because it 

is important that the local authorities do continue 

their support.  I know we have the Irish-German 

Association working now and we're nearly now at a 

100-strong membership, but from a financial basis, we 

still need the support of the local authorities and I 

would like to thank you for that over the last number 

of years.  

The last item, as I say, and her Excellency has 

mentioned it very clearly there, and she has visited 

already, we have three schools in County Wicklow in 

formal arrangements with schools in Würzburg.  The 

front-runner first was St. Kilian's Community School, 

which actually were the front-runner, Kevin Meehan, the 

principal of that school was the whole organiser behind 

this arrangement of how we ended up in a partnership 

between Bray and Wicklow and Würzburg.  Then we 

followed on with Coláiste Chroabh Abhann in Kilcoole 

and only recently we have formally established a 

connection between Loreto in Bray, and her Excellency 

has already visited the students of Loreto.  She will 

also be going to visit the other two schools over the 

next coming weeks.  If anybody else or any Councillors 

have any schools in this area, we are in discussions 

now at the moment with St. Mary's Secondary School in 
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Arklow, I think there's also a school in West Wicklow 

that has been talked about twinning.  There are no 

shortage of getting schools in Würzburg to have formal 

arrangements.  Unlike a lot of the other European 

twinnings, they are very useful because when children 

go over to Würzburg, for instance Loreto are just back 

from Würzburg, they actually attend the school for half 

days for the week that they're there, and vice versa 

when it happens here in Ireland, they attend in Loreto 

or St. Kilian's.  So if any Councillors have any other 

schools in mind that are willing to - and they don't 

have to have German classes in the school but of course 

it is of huge benefit if the German classes are there.  

So if you have anybody interested we will be certainly 

anxious to progress it.  

Again, just thank you for giving us a hearing today and 

look forward to continuing to work with Wicklow County 

Council and the Bray Municipal Authority in building 

upon the foundation of the past 19 years.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you, George.  Cllr. Ryan.  

CLLR. RYAN:  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  You're very 

welcome to County Wicklow, Ambassador.  Before coming 

here today, my daughter is off sick today and I 

mentioned that the Ambassador to Ireland from Germany 

was going to address us and she said:  "What's his 

name?"  And I was delighted to say it's actually her.  

She was amazed with that too.  So it's lovely to have 

you in that position and it's great to -- you have been 
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so welcoming, even having us in there on Friday night 

in your own residence.  You spoke very eloquently, 

obviously again today.  

Just one of the things obviously that slightly 

disappoints me is the recent news that Angela Merkel 

has decided that she's going to come to an end very 

soon, well 2020.  But I think it's really important, 

you know, what she did at that time, when the crisis 

with the immigrants fleeing from Syria, opening up the 

doors and allowing them to come in and find refuge in 

Germany.  I think that's something that really has to 

be recognised that she showed incredible leadership and 

I know in some parts that that was met with resistance 

but that's fine.  I think she showed great bravery in 

that decision and it was the right thing to do.  

Again, you mentioned, you know, Brexit.  I think many 

people actually have forgotten why Europe was set up in 

the first place and I think at the back of all this is 

peace in our time.  I think it's very relevant when 

we're coming up to the anniversaries.  But the idea of 

the twinning is that sense of relationships and really 

getting to know the people in these other countries.  

We have been involved in a lot of different twinnings 

but there's no doubt, the Würzburg twinning is just so 

special.  And obviously, you know, George, it's good to 

have you back here.  Never say never by the way!  You 

have done a fantastic job in terms of driving us on and 
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Matthias from the other side.  I think if you don't 

have people to do that these things die off.  I think 

we've been stunningly successful in the schools in 

getting the next generation to really connect and 

combine and from the community and the cultural side.  

I think the one area that we probably haven't managed 

to unlock is the economic area and I'd love if you have 

any particular ideas with regard to that.  I know 

Germany are particularly strong on the whole area of 

apprenticeships and maybe I think there's European 

funding available in some form but if there was some 

sort of reciprocal arrangement where we could put in 

place to have apprentices travel here from here to 

there and likewise.  I think that would be the absolute 

icing on the cake.  So if we could make that happen it 

would be wonderful.  

Thank you again for your wonderful support and you'll 

get sick of meetings us so often all the time.  Thank 

you.  Cheers 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Timmons.  

CLLR. TIMMINS:  Thank you, Ambassador.  You're very 

welcome to County Wicklow.  I had the honour of meeting 

you in Bray two months ago and we had a good chat about 

Germany and the history and that.  

I'd like to compliment you as well on your approach to 

the role.  You spoke in the past about you visiting 

schools around the country that teach German.  I think 
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that's great that you're getting out and meeting people 

and promoting the German culture around the country.  

And secondly the fact that you're going around visiting 

all the twinning partnerships that exist around 

Ireland, I think that's great that you're going out and 

meeting Irish people and promoting those twinnings.  

I'd also like to pay tribute to Matthias Fleckensten 

who is on the Würzburg side.  George has done trojan 

work on the Irish side.  That partnership has worked 

equally well because of Matthias' work on the Würzburg 

side.  Matthias has been able to tell us things about 

Ireland and about County Wicklow that we didn't know 

ourselves.  He has put on exhibitions about stuff we 

didn't even know existed.  

By the way I lived in Würzburg for a while way back.  

The other things then are Brexit is an obvious thing.  

Ireland is going to -- Britain, to be honest was our 

main ally in Europe and indeed when you talk to any of 

the MEPs they'll tell you that.  We're losing that ally 

now.  So Ireland's actually going to have to look for 

new allies and Germany, apart from the tax word, is a 

case on point and I'm sure we have a lot in common and 

hopefully those relationships will build in Europe.  

The other thing is you spoke about schools.  I know 

there's been a new think about Blessington and West 
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Wicklow possibly doing a school exchange and hopefully 

that will come to fruition in the near future.  I'd 

also say to members, and I have direct experience of 

this myself, to do exchanges in that you don't 

necessarily need to go through schools.  There can be 

informal exchanges done as well and they can work just 

as well as school exchanges.  

Finally, I'd just like to bring up one thing on the 

economic side and that's Sparkasse.  As you know, 

interest rates in Ireland for mortgages are very, very 

high.  They're among the highest in Europe.  Interest 

rates in Germany are very, very low and that's 

primarily because of this banking model built around 

local community banks described as Sparkasse.  Every 

city in Germany has one of these.  I know there has 

been talk about bringing that model to Ireland.  There 

was talk a year ago about it being brought to the 

midlands and being set up and the County Council could 

have involvement.  I'd like to say here today that I 

think that's a model that we should look at bringing to 

Ireland like, you know, politically it may be a little 

bit sensitive given that our Government have a large 

ownership in AIB and want the bank to be profitable.  

But ultimately it's the people of Ireland that we 

should be supporting in relation to getting good value, 

cheap loans and people are crippled with mortgages and, 

you know, if we had a Sparkasse model in Ireland people 

could be saving anything from 2, to 6, 7, 800 a month 
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in repayments.  I think that's a model that we should 

be looking to promote in Ireland and we need to 

overcome the political resistance to it because the 

benefits for people are enormous.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Cllr. Ruttle and then 

Cllr. Fox.  

CLLR. RUTTLE:  Ambassador, I'd very much like to 

welcome you along here today.  I think I'm the only 

member my the Council with a German background.  My own 

family were from Speyer in Reinfeld and we came to this 

country from war-torn Germany as well and we're very 

happy and did okay here.  It's always there in our mind 

in our background. 

A previous chancellor, do you remember in 1995, 

happened to be in Dublin on German Embassy day and we 

spend a very good day of celebration with them in the 

RDS that day.  A wonderful day when he met us who are 

the Irish Palatine community on that day.  We made a 

great presentation of a book to him that day and we had 

a wonderful time.  It was great to see the 

reunification of the country as well.  

Speaking on other contexts, certainly as someone from 

the farming community I have always been very 

appreciative of German support for the CAP, the Common 

Agricultural Policy, which is crucial to a country like 

Ireland.  It's always been, the two things that was 

mentioned earlier that formed the EU, as you know was 
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peace and freedom from hunger because, as you know in 

central Europe, ten years after the war some people 

were still hungry so to give sustainable and have 

continuity of food supply and the Common Agricultural 

Policy has succeeded in that.  For people like 

ourselves who are, to a degree, on the periphery of 

Europe, physically we're isolated, that policy has been 

hugely important.  As you know, the Irish Government 

have all been hugely defensive of the provisions of the 

Common Agricultural Policy and we're very appreciative 

that we always had German support, not just by talk but 

by inputs of your money and resources to fund the 

policy as well.  

We believe we found, as a Councillor said earlier on, 

our main ally in Europe is leaving now with the UK 

leaving.  But I have to say that the whole Brexit 

negotiations, the attitude of your Chancellor of the 

German Government has been very solid in supporting the 

Irish position and we're also appreciative of that 

because it's a huge sea change for us.  

Like others in the Chamber, I visited Würzburg on a 

number of occasions and I was greatly taken by the 

wonderful, warm reception that we were given.  But none 

of these things here locally would have been generated 

so effectively were it not for the man on our right 

here, George Jones, who did so, so much work to get 

this done and get the exchanges going and all the 
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interaction.  I think I was over there about four times 

myself.  It's wonderful.  And if we could work through 

the schools it's a great benefit as well because that 

carries into another generation beyond our own.  So 

thank you for being with us and we look forward, in 

this County, involving any scheme or exchanges or 

business or commercial interest that can benefit us and 

benefit you and benefit all moving forward in a new, 

but slightly changed perhaps, Europe.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Cllr. Fox.  

CLLR. FOX:  Thank you, Chairman.  I, too, would like to 

welcome the Ambassador, you're very welcome.  In actual 

fact I was attending St. Kilian's when the twinning 

with the late Kevin Meehan, well it wasn't a twinning, 

it was an educational twinning, I think it was 1986 or 

thereabouts, that that was the seed to the twinning 

arrangement and it was a wonderful exchange between the 

two schools, my own and St. Kilian's.  I'm delighted 

that had that has grown.  Coláiste Chroabh Abhann and 

Loreto I think are the other two schools.  In actual 

fact my nieces were over in Würzburg and came back - 

they attend Loreto - and they had a hugely positive 

thing to say about their experience in Germany and 

Würzburg.  It's great when people come back from a 

country and spread a positive message.  So certainly 

the educational exchange is extremely worthwhile.  

I, too, would like to thank George Jones and Matthias 

in Würzburg, the two men have a very strong 
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relationship.  They've become very good friends.  And 

on the basis of that the twinning has grown between 

Wicklow and Würzburg.  Though I was in Kilian's in '86 

it was only this year that I finally got to go to 

Würzburg and it was a wonderful experience, and a 

beautiful part of the world and certainly I will return 

on a family holiday at some stage.  

So I, too, also -- Cllr. Ruttle mentioned the economic 

links and CAP.  I know there are strong ties between 

Germany and Ireland economically.  I'm in food 

production.  Again, I'm a farmer.  I know Germany is 

the fifth largest market for Irish food.  I think it's 

the third largest source of Irish tourists, the third 

largest market for tourists coming to Ireland.  So 

there are huge economic links between Germany and 

Ireland and certainly the week that's in it, which is 

the anniversary of the Berlin Wall coming down, I think 

9th November is the anniversary, that we would kick 

down any further barriers, whether economically, 

educationally, that we continue to strengthen our 

relationship with Germany.  

Just on Brexit.  I won't rehash what everybody else has 

said but I think you, Ambassador, have a huge role to 

play insofar as you relay back to the Government in 

Germany how strong the feeling should be that there is 

no hard border in Ireland.  I mean that is an 

absolutely critical part of the Brexit negotiations 
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from an Irish standpoint.  It's amazing how, even after 

a hundred years, the Irish question still dominates the 

House of Commons but I think it's incumbent on you to 

relay back to your politicians in Germany how important 

the Irish question is and the border is but I'm sure 

you're aware of that already.  

So, look, continued success to you in your role and I'm 

delighted you're here in Wicklow and you're more than 

welcome to return again.  Thanks.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Cllr. Sylvester Bourke, 

then Cllr. Walsh.  

CLLR. BOURKE:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach.  Ambassador, 

you're very welcome to County Wicklow.  I'm from Arklow 

in the south of the County.  Myself daughter is just 

home for a week exchange, a student exchange in 

Würzburg and she had a marvellous and had great things 

to say about it.  I have a sister who lives in Cologne, 

not far from there, so a lot of connections with 

Germany.  I'm delighted that you've had such a positive 

welcome here to you and a lot of our hopes are pinned 

on your ability to communicate our feelings back to 

your Government, as Cllr. Fox has said.  

I'm a farmer myself as well and I'm often envious of 

reading reports in the papers that German farmers can 

borrow money at 1.5% but we have to pay 5% for similar 

loans.  So it's a big issue that we would love to be 

able to ideally go to Würzburg and go to a bank and 
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borrow money there but we're not allowed to do that.  

Perhaps you could convince them to come over here or 

set up some means of doing business in Ireland because 

there's an appetite there because we want to be 

competitive with everybody else and we need to have the 

same costs structure, so whether it's fertiliser at the 

same price or interest rates at the same price, it's 

really important that we're all operating at the same 

level as food producers in Europe.  

In relation to the Treaty.  It would be great if the 

British could be more like the Irish.  When the Irish 

got a result they didn't like in the Niece Treaty they 

had a second referendum!  But unfortunately it doesn't 

seem like it's going to happen in the British 

situation.  Thank you very much.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Gerry Walsh and then I'll finish 

with Cllr. Mitchell.  

CLLR. WALSH:  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  Again, 

Ambassador, you're most welcome to Wicklow and I'm so 

glad to hear you've enjoined your first year in the 

role.  You've got to experience and enjoy the Wicklow 

landscape, the mountains and of course made some good 

new friends.  

Like some of the others previous speakers, I had the 

opportunity to visit Würzburg, I think it's over two 

years ago now, and I have to say I really enjoyed the 

experience of your beautiful city, the culture and your 
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people, the warmth and friendship of your people really 

made the visit so enjoyable.  Also, during that visit 

there was a group from the Coláiste Chroabh Abhann 

school there which really emphasised how well the 

student exchange programme is working.  I think this is 

why this twinning has been so important and works so 

well, the fact that it started from an educational 

perspective.  I'm glad to hear that you've reached out 

to three schools now involved in the twinning 

arrangement with Würzburg and Loreto Bray are also 

there with St. Kilian's.  

Other speakers have spoken about the Brexit issues.  

You referred to the 300 German companies in Ireland 

that are employing 200,000 people.  It's so important 

to our economy and even with Brexit looming now it's 

even more important.  

Again, I just want to thank you for coming here today.  

I hope you enjoy the rest of your stay in Ireland and 

that we hope to visit Würzburg again sometime soon.  

Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Mitchell and then I'll ask the 

Ambassador to respond.  

CLLR. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach.  Just to 

welcome the Ambassador here.  Glad to have you here.  I 

think that the twinning with Würzburg is an extremely 

worthwhile one.  It involves many community groups of 

all types, solicitors from Wicklow, various choirs and 
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the schools which have all been mentioned and which are 

particularly important.  As a country we are not great 

at foreign languages and I think it's important to try 

to encourage the study of foreign language and culture 

and it is important to do this with Germany.  

This twinning works, I think, particularly well because 

a lot of interest and a lot of work is put into it by 

George Jones and also Matthias on the German side.  I 

think some twinnings don't really work that well 

because they don't get the community involved.  But 

this has worked and I think it's something to be 

strongly encouraged.  It's good to see you here.  Thank 

you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Ambassador, if you would like to 

respond?  Thank you very much.  

MS. POTZEL:  Thank you, first of all, for this 

wonderful feedback.  So glad to hear that so many of 

you already have had positive experiences with Germany 

and some of you even have a long family history with my 

home country.  I'm also very glad to hear from so many 

of you that you know about the wonderful work George is 

doing and that you fully support him and I want to do 

the same in my tenure here obviously.  

Let me just come back to some of the things that you 

mentioned and let me start with Brexit.  Yes, I mean 

from the first day basically we have been a hundred 

percent behind the Irish position as regards the border 
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issue and we will continue to do so.  I know that here 

and there there are question marks, you know, will the 

European Union still stick with the Irish?  But so far 

I don't have any clue that that might be different.  On 

the contrary, we have said and we continue saying and 

we will support Mr. Barnier, and he has also come out 

very clearly there will be no agreement if there isn't 

a clear-cut backstop for Ireland.  When the news which 

we had over the weekend indicated that there is some 

movement they've said they haven't reached an agreement 

yet but let's keep our fingers crossed.  

I'm trying to stay optimistic because I really believe 

and that's not only me but my Government as well that a 

no-deal scenario would be so detrimental and terrible 

for both sides, the European Union and Great Britain 

and obviously also particularly for Ireland that that 

is actually not an option that we want to see become a 

reality.  So that's why I think everybody is trying 

really hard to get a deal done to then get into 

negotiations about a good and close relationship with 

Britain because they are an important partner and they 

always will be and we need them politically and 

economically so that will then be done.  First of all, 

we need that agreement now and, as I said, we are a 

hundred percent in solidarity with Ireland on the issue 

to avoid a hard border between North and South.  

On CAP.  The proposal on the table by the European 

Commission says that there need to be certain cuts but 
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there is, in none of the Member States, very much taste 

for this policy.  As you rightly alluded to, we 

basically have the same take on CAP.  On the other 

hand, it is quite obvious that the European Union needs 

money for new tasks and new challenges, and the 

question, especially because Britain now is leaving and 

we have one net payer less, is where does that money 

come from?  So the European Commission will sit down 

with the European Member States to discuss exactly 

that.  So what the outcome will be I think it's very 

difficult to say that today but somehow we need to 

balance those two really important issues I think.  

The other thing that I wanted to mention was the 

Sparkasse.  Yes, as I take it there have been a lot of 

talks and the people from the Sparkasse in Germany, 

they came over here and talked to people in Ireland and 

tried to promote the model but, as you said, apparently 

there isn't much support for that idea here because it 

would really change the banking sector quite 

significantly, apparently.  If I understood that 

correctly about €170 million would be needed as a first 

sort of budget to help get this thing started.  

Apparently that money is not going to be allocated.  I 

think at the moment it's difficult to see how this can 

develop further unless the discussion within Ireland - 

and that's not something we can sort of influence, but 

unless the discussion in Ireland goes another way, I 

think then the Sparkasse people would still be open to 
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come and talk and see what can be done.  But for the 

time being it rather looks as if there is not much 

movement in this project at the moment.  But I see your 

point.  

Palatines.  Yeah, I went to see the museum in Rathkeale 

and that was very interesting and talked to the people 

there and I just have to commend them on what they are 

doing.  It's amazing.  I mean it's all voluntary work 

and there's not much money in it and it's very hard 

work, I think, ultimately to promote what they are 

doing and to get people interested to come over and 

have a look not only at the museum but also in the area 

and learn about this history.  And I was amazed, I have 

to say, also, about the history itself because when you 

look at a lot of the migration issues that we discussed 

today, 709, that is what the Palatines went through.  A 

lot of misery back in wartimes, harsh winter, no 

future, no money and they left under very difficult 

circumstances and some of them found refuge in Ireland 

and lots of them went further to the States others went 

back, some stayed in Britain.  But a few of them also 

found a home here and it wasn't easy for them to settle 

here.  There was a lot of, you know, question marks, 

you know:  Who are those guys?  And they look strange 

and they work strange and they eat strange things.  So 

it's amazing to see how things, you know, come back.  

So that's why I really think it's worthwhile telling 

this story and I really wish also the museum and all 
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the people a lot of success that more people will go 

there and have a look and learn about the story because 

I think it's really important to learn from the past.  

It's been a wonderful trip, I have to say, to be there.  

Have I forgotten anything?  Yeah.  I wanted to mention 

one other thing in terms of our trade relations.  

Actually it's interesting to see Ireland is one of the 

very few countries in the world we, Germany, have a 

trade deficit with.  So it's something you can be proud 

of!  It shows that there is a lot of opportunity on the 

German market.  Your products are really sought after.  

So it's, I think, a way to, yeah, further our economic 

relations as well.  You were saying, you know, we still 

haven't really developed that part of the relationship.  

I think I would agree and I will get in touch with the 

MD of the Chamber of the Commerce to see, especially in 

the apprenticeship model what we can do, but also apart 

from that what can be done.  Yes, I'm a very big fan of 

our apprenticeships and it has proven to be one of the 

pillars really of our job market.  It shows people that 

you don't need, necessarily, a third level education to 

lead a very decent life and be recognised for what you 

do and, you know, get a lot of esteem from your work as 

a plumber or a carpenter or what have you, or a butcher 

or whatever.  So, yeah, I will definitely talk to him 

and then sort of establish the contact there so that we 

can work on that as well.  
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I hope I haven't missed anything.  Thank you once again 

and let me once again encourage everyone to follow 

George's foot steps and get involved.  You were 

alluding, George, also to the schools and looking for 

new school contacts.  Yes, and I have a long list of 

German schools interested with exchange in Ireland in 

my office so there is no lack of interest from our 

side.  So if there's anything, as I say, we can do we 

would be more than happy to help.  Thank you so much 

for having me.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you, Ambassador.  Ambassador, 

you're in Ireland now so you can't leave without us 

making a presentation to you.  Lorraine will explain 

the presentation that we're making on behalf of Wicklow 

County Council.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Yes, Ambassador.  You are presented 

with a beautifully hand-knitted garment from Shuttle 

Knit, it's a knitwear manufacturing company in Wicklow 

Town.  70% of the workforce is from the Travelling 

Community, all exceptionally skilled machine knitters 

and finishers.  They are a nonprofit organisation so 

all profits made go straight back into the business and 

are used for ongoing training and up-skilling.  

'Knitting communities together' is their tag line that 

they use to encompass the ethos of who they are.  Which 

is one of social inclusion, bringing people from the 

traveller and settled communities together, creating an 

environment in which all workers are respected and 
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treated equally. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Members, can I have your attention 

here.  We'll start the meeting.  Votes of sympathy.  I 

think there's two votes of sympathy. 

CLLR. McLOUGHLIN:  Yes, Cathaoirleach, for 

Mrs. Julia Lambert, mother of Cllr. Mary McDonald; and 

Leonard Enright, brother-in-law of Cllr. Tom Fortune.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Can we stand please?  

[ONE MINUTE'S SILENCE WAS OBSERVED]  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Item 2 on the agenda:  Confirm and sign 

minutes of the meeting of 3rd September.  Proposer and 

seconder?

MS. GALLAGHER:  Proposed by Cllr. Pat Fitzgerald and 

seconded by Cllr. Snell.  Thank you.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Item 3, could I have a proposer and 

seconder for the minutes of 10th September. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cllr. Lawless, seconded by 

Cllr. Fitzgerald.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Item 4:  To confirm minutes of the 

local property tax meeting on 24th September, proposer 

and seconder?  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cllr. Gayle Dunne, seconded by?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Pat Kennedy.

MS. GALLAGHER:  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Confirm and sign minutes of the 

Ordinary Meeting of 1st October.  Proposed by 

Cllr. Snell.  
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MS. GALLAGHER:  Seconded Cllr. O'Brien.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  To confirm and sign minutes 

of the Special Meeting of Wicklow County Council on 

15th October.  Proposer and seconder; John Ryan and Pat 

Fitzgerald. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Item 7: To consider the disposal of 

land in Ballinacooley.  Proposer John Snell; seconder 

Gerry Walsh.  Is that agreed?  

FROM THE FLOOR:  Yeah. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Fully agreed.  Thank you very much.  

Item 8, can I have a proposer for 8?  Cllr.  Gayle 

Dunne.  Seconder John Snell.  Agreement on that.  

FROM THE FLOOR:  Yeah. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you very much.  Item 9: To 

consider the disposal of the Council's interest at 

Darragh Park in Wicklow Town.  Proposed by Gayle Dunne; 

seconded John Snell.  Is that agreed?  

FROM THE FLOOR:  Agreed. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  The Chief Executive's report. 

MR. CURRAN:  This is the report on the Arklow Waste 

Water Treatment Plant which we'll be submitting to An 

Bord Pleanála.  Needless to say we're recommending a 

grant and we've inserted some standard environmental 

issues.  

CLLR. LAWLESS:  Could you turn on the mic?  

MR. CURRAN:  Sorry.  This report is the Chief 

Executive's report to An Bord Pleanála.  It recommends 

the grant of permission subject to some standard 
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environmental conditions.  Members have the opportunity 

to submit additional conditions if they wish and we'll 

attach with the report.  What we have first is a report 

from Kevin Scanlon who has worked on this project for a 

number of years in the Water Services Department.  

Maybe if we get the presentation first and then take 

any questions.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.

MR. SCANLON:  Afternoon, everybody.  I won't keep too 

much of your time.  I'll just run through these slides 

as quickly as possible.  

Everybody knows there's a long history to the Waste 

Water Treatment Plant in Arklow going back many, many 

years.  But I won't go over the history of it, I'll 

just basically take it from where we are currently.  

Irish Water have lodged the planning application -  

it's a strategic infrastructure development - in the 

last couple of months.  It was actually lodged in 

September, 20th September this year.  Submissions to 

Bord Pleanála on due by 9th November.  So under the 

Planning and Development (Strategic Infrastructure) 

Act, because of the scale of the development it goes 

directly to An Bord Pleanála, it doesn't go to the 

Local Authority, and they make a decision there.  

So the gist of the actual application is, it's a Waste 

Water Treatment Plant for population equivalent of 
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36,000.  There is two major interceptors sewers and a 

river crossing.  There's also storm overflows; combined 

sewer overflows; long sea outfall; revetment works; the 

rock armour that's there in front of the Wallboard site 

will be updated.  Irish Water have asked for a ten-year 

duration on the permission.  

So basically most people will know this is the site 

itself.  This is a drone photo taken from out in the 

Irish Sea, a couple of hundred metres off towards 

looking back, almost eastwards in towards the town.  

Purposely the large grey industrial building, if you 

like, on the bottom of the screen is what is locally 

known as the Wallboard factory.  It's currently 

disused, derelict and attracting a lot of anti-social 

behaviour, if you like.  

That's the site itself.  It's the entire building that 

you're looking at and I'll show you a little map in a 

couple of slides of the actual site layout.  

The proposal is to demolish everything that's onsite at 

the moment and to basically rebuild, there's a little 

bit of remediation works on the site to be done, ground 

remediation and demolish everything and rebuild the 

brand new plant.  

So the next thing I'll say.  Basically all the 

information I am giving you here this afternoon is 
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taken from the An Bord Pleanála, dedicated website that 

was set up for the strategic infrastructure 

application.  So it's split into four different 

headings.  I'll run through the four of them very 

quickly and I'll show you some of the maps that go 

along with the photos.  The first folder is a statutory 

document.  This is the application form; the fees that 

we've paid; the environmental impact assessment portal 

that they have to put all the information up on; and 

they've also had to put a dedicated website.  This is 

actually a feature of a strategic infrastructure 

application.  Nowadays anybody who comes in with an 

application of this magnitude, if you like, has to set 

up a dedicated website and it's just another way of 

getting the information out to people much easier than 

hard copies and people coming into offices.  

The other thing that Irish Water have done is they've 

notified the prescribed bodies.  There's 17 prescribed 

bodies.  Wicklow County Council and Arklow Municipal 

District are among two of them.  They've then done the 

usual that you see with the more ordinary planning 

applications.  Notified in newspapers, two newspapers, 

The Wicklow People and The Independent and put site 

notices at 21 locations around the town.  The Arklow 

Council and others will have seen lots of these huge A3 

two and three pages dotted around the place over the 

last few months.  
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So hopefully you can make this out.  I think there is a 

pointer on this somewhere but I'll just explain.  The 

red line, if you like, along the bottom, these are the 

major elements to the project.  The red line along the 

south side of the Avoca River is a southern interceptor 

sewer.  It starts at a site known as the Alps and as a 

small enough pipe, probably 300 diameter pipe, and 

basically runs, collects all the sewerage along the 

southside of the town, runs all the way as far as the 

green line bottom right-hand corner.  That's where the 

sewer crossing.  By the time the pipes get down there, 

they'll be approximately 1200 millimetres in diameter.  

The next kind of blue line on the north side is called 

the northern interceptor sewer.  That will run from the 

back of Number One Ferrybank.  Again, starts out as a 

525 diameter pipe, and it runs down along the North 

Quay in front of all the buildings there.  Kind of 

zigzags itself in around the Marina Village and joins 

up to the site, the dark grey buildings on the 

right-hand side.

The next, I suppose, large engineering element is that 

the green line - it's not that clear on that drawing, 

it's very clear on my laptop, but it's not that clear 

here - that's an actual river crossing.  They're 

actually going to drill underneath the river and 

they're going to start at the southern quay and they're 

going to drill underneath the river and head straight 
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for the site.  So the dark grey boxes that you see in 

the bottom right-hand side, that's the kind of site 

layout of the buildings, the actual waste water 

treatment plant buildings.  There's small buildings, an 

admin building, there's an actual treatment plant 

building.  There's all sorts of technical details going 

in there, where they'll actually treat the sewerage on 

site.  

The lighter grey bigger mass that you see on the 

seaside of the buildings there is actually the existing 

revetment.  I think the engineers call it a revetment.  

It's basically the stone feature that's put up there 

back in 1990.  After Hurricane Charlie in 1986 there 

was another flood in Arklow in 1989 and in 1990 the new 

Cedar fences were built, basically from the North Quay 

beyond the caravan park heading for Enereilly Beach 

there.  There's about 400 metres of the site is 

protected by the revetment at the moment but because of 

30 years since it's been built, you know, minimum 

maintenance, new design standards and also more recent 

environmental sort of sea levels and storm damage 

levels.  The revetment is going to be increased by 

about two-and-a-half metres and the width of the basin 

is going to be widened by about 40 metres.  It's a very 

large portion of the construction process.  

The last kind of dotted line you'll see on the 

right-hand side out of that is the long sea outfall.  
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Basically all the treated sewerage will be pumped out 

about 900 metres, almost in a northeasterly direction 

out into the sea where they have diffusers and it will 

be left off where the actual effluent is there.  That's 

the actual site layout.  

The next little slide is the actual planning documents.  

So there's three sets, three parts to the planning 

documents, the actual application where the application 

form was filled out with all the details of the actual 

project.  

The planning report is a standalone document done by 

not Arups or Byrne Looby, the consultants, but a 

different consultant on a description and summary of 

the actual project.  Then finally as part of the 

planning application there's 137 drawings of everything 

ranging from the design of the plant, to traffic, 

temporary traffic management, the buildings on the 

site, landscaping, basically everything that they need 

to actually build the site.  

So this, as I just mentioned the revetment, the rock 

armour.  Again, it's hard to see on the bigger screen 

but on the left-hand side you can almost see a little 

bump, it's a little rough kind of dotted line.  That's 

the existing rock armour as it is in situ.  To the 

right of it is the brand new engineered structure so 

you can see it's raised up by two-and-a-half metres and 
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it's a much more substantial structure.  That will 

protect the actual the waste water treatment plant from 

any future storms.  I think the design life of it is 

about 40 to 50 years, so it looks like this brand new 

structure, the 400-metre long structure will protect 

the actual waste water treatment plant over the coming 

years.  

The third set of documents that's actually included in 

the application are the environmental documents.  

Again, these are a huge part to the strategic 

infrastructure process.  There's an Natura impact 

assessment has been on the site.  Most people know that 

the Buckroney-Brittas Bay Dunes and Fen are one of our 

protected natural features in the County.  They, as a 

result of having a development within 20 kilometres of 

the site, they actually had to analyse the effect on it 

but the analysis has shown that there will be no effect 

on it because it's so far north.  All the effluent and 

waste water treatment will actually be further south, 

if you like, just coming out of Arklow.  

The next thing then is the actual environmental impact 

assessment report.  So the applicant, Irish Water, has 

submitted a report on all the environmental issues.  

There's four volumes for people that are interested in 

it.  There's a non-technical summary, which is a very 

handy way of copying and pasting all the headings, 

especially when you're doing a report like this.  
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There's the actual full report, hundreds and hundreds 

of hundreds of pages of the actual effects.  Seventeen 

chapters of all environmental issues.  Noise, odour, 

traffic are amongst the most important that I've noted 

here.  

There's lot of figures, calculations and background 

work that they've done.  Then there's the appendices.  

And again amongst the appendices, some of the more 

interesting ones are they actually have photomontages, 

they actually have drawings and they actually have 

other environmental information to read through it.  

So the photomontages, basically as part of the 

environmental assessment, they have to assess what 

effect the actual view, what the visual effect will be.  

What I've done is I've taken out four in this case but 

there's actually probably closer to 40 in the actual 

document.  I'll just basically run through this.  

This photo was taken probably earlier this summer, 

looking at the weather.  This is the existing 

situation.  That is a photographer standing on the town 

side, if you like, on the Bridge Street side of the 

Nineteen Arches Bridge in Arklow and they're looking 

east, they're looking downstream down the river.  So 

that's the South Quay on the right-hand side.  That's 

Bridgewater Shopping Centre apartments on the left-hand 

side and that's the Marina Village in the distance.  
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You can actually see, well if you could see it any 

closer, the actual spire and the actual top of the 

building is there.  So what they've done is, they've 

done what will actually happen here and while it 

mightn't seem a whole lot, basically this is just one 

of the effects here.  They have to widen South Quay 

from the bridge for a distance of about 240 metres to 

actually fit the new southern interceptor sewer in.  

There's no room for anybody who has collected a Chinese 

there at the South Quay, or driven along by the 

apartments there.  There's no room.  The quay is 

actually only about three-and-a-half metres wide.  So 

they're going to widen the quay, you'll see it there.  

That's the new shape of it.  The new sewer will be put 

into that green area, if you like.  

That's just a photomontage of the before and after when 

the job is finished.  And in the distance you can see 

the height of the buildings, the existing building and 

the spire or the chimney stack, if you like, has 

disappeared and the new building goes in there.  

The fourth leg of the SID is actually the CPO 

documents.  So in tandem with the planning application 

Bord Pleanála insist during this process that the CPO 

documents are all done at the same time so they can 

make a decision at the same time and everything can 

flow together, if you like.  
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So public notices and information for people was 

published back in August.  The CPO includes wayleaves, 

both temporary and permanent wayleaves.  It includes 

rights of way and it includes permanent purchases where 

Irish Water will actually be buying a little corner of 

land or an area to put some of the items that have to 

be constructed here.  

There's also landowner notices.  All landowners were 

informed of the drawings.  They were given maps.  They 

will were given legal info, solicitors' details.  So 

Irish Water has a solicitor and landowners are given 

the right to a solicitor, which the costs are all 

looked after.  There's actually only 18 landowners on 

the scheme, even though there's probably the guts of 50 

pieces of land that are going to be bought.  But 

generally, as you would imagine on a scheme like this, 

it's mainly roads, Wicklow County Council is the main 

landowner, if you like, and there are, then, smaller 

parcels for individual landowners.  So that's the CPO, 

that's the fourth and final part of the actual planning 

application.  

The last two little slides that I have here, again, as 

part of the photomontage for the environmental 

assessment, this is currently the view.  So you're 

standing in the harbour, you're right down at the end 

of the harbour where you can drive now in Arklow before 

you turn around onto the Dock Road.  You're looking 
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north, north, northeast maybe, you're currently looking 

across again you'll see it, that's basically the entire 

Wallboard site that you can see the extent of the 

picture.  The other little thing on the left-hand side 

is what they call locally the Tank Farm, the Foodie 

planning site on the left-hand side.  Again that's what 

it looks like today.  That's what it will look like in 

a few years.  So you'll see the main part of the 

building, starting on the left-hand side, is the actual 

treatment plant building where the treatment processes 

would take place in that building, the screening.  

There's a little gap then to smaller administration 

buildings and the larger building on the right-hand 

side is actually where the treatment process will take 

place.  As I said earlier, it's designed to take 36,000 

PE of a loading.  That's the horizon that they're 

looking at over the next 30-40 years.  The day it opens 

I guess, the calculations currently are about 22,000 of 

a PE in Arklow which is made up of approximately 13,000 

people living in the town producing sewerage and 

another 8-9,000 business/commercial loading from the 

town.  So it's going to be low 20s and it's going to be 

modular construction.  So it's going to be done in 

banks of 6,000.  So the day they open it, let's say, in 

a few years, they'll put in the first four modules, 

that will get them 24,000 PE.  If, you know, more 

houses are built and more industry comes to Arklow, 

they'll able to increase in lumps of 6,000 to keep 

ahead of the actual treatment process and making sure 
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that everything that needs to be treated will be 

treated.  

So basically that's it.  The strategic infrastructure 

application is in, as I said, on the dates there and 

it's really just a matter for the County Council to 

have reported on it and take it from there.  Is that 

all right?

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's fine.  Thank you.  Just open it 

up for questions.  Lorraine wants to come in on a point 

of information.

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cathaoirleach, just to say to the 

elected members that they've been circulated with the 

Chief Executive's report and Part 5 of section 37E 

states that:  

"The members of the planning authority may, by 

resolution, decide to attach recommendations specified 

in the resolution to the report of the authority, where 

the members so decide those recommendations, together 

with the meetings administrator's record shall be 

attached to the report and submitted to the Board under 

subsection (4)."

 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Fitzgerald, then Cllr. Murphy.

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  We can ask questions, I presume and 

Kevin will answer them. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Absolutely. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  I warmly welcome what's happened so 
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far on the sewerage treatment plant.  There's been many 

false starts with the sewerage treatment plant.  Back 

in 1993 we got permission.  Back in 1999 the second 

permission was planned and unfortunately didn't go 

through.  In the meantime we're with a drainage system 

in the town where some of the pipes are in since the 

1930s and we seriously need the sewerage treatment 

plant for the future of the Arklow and the environs and 

people of Arklow.  

I fully support the application that has gone to the 

Board.  I know there will be concerns.  And I just want 

to bring up a few there, Kevin, just small ones, if you 

can answer them.  

Ancillary works.  You're talking about a temporary road 

there from north of the waste treatment plant between 

Seaview Avenue and Mill Road, including hoarding.  Of 

those who were on the Council back in the late 1990s we 

remember we tried to do a road across there and there 

was a fierce opposition to it.  The fact that the 

construction is going to last three-and-a-half to four 

years, is that temporary road going to be temporary for 

three-and-a-half to four years?  That's the first 

question.  

The second question is the rock armour of the 

revetment.  Irish Water got funding to do, let's take 

the sewerage treatment plant and the provision of a 
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walkway along of the crest of the rock armour for 

consideration and its inclusion in the design was 

identified to the applicants on health and safety 

grounds.  Besides the obvious, what are the health and 

safety grounds that that is not now being included?  

Just on the tunnelling works which will occur 24 hours 

a day, these are just a few questions that people have 

asked me.  Are people homes going to be -- like 

tunnelling is fairly loud, let's say.  I heard them up 

the river doing it, temporary, up the Avoca River.  How 

is that going to affect people's lives because 

tunnelling will occur 24 hours a day, seven days a week 

it says in what we have been issued with here.  The 

other thing is the Seafarers' Garden which we all know 

about --

CLLR. TIMMINS:  To make an omelette you have to break 

an egg. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Hard enough to talk.  The Seafarers' 

Memorial Garden, the work will result in the removal of 

the garden.  So that will be gone for three-and-a-half 

to four years as well, will it?  It says here it will 

be removed temporary and will be reinstated at the 

completion of the works.  What does "temporary" mean in 

that case?  

Look, there a few things that people -- I'm fully 

supporting it and I'm making no submission and anyone 

that asks me I'm fully supporting it.  
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The other issue is there, the Arklow population went up 

by 60% from 1996 to 2018.  It went from just almost 

9,500 to 14,400.  I was just checking the figures 

today.  And it is projected to go to 19,500 by 2022 

that's pie in the sky at this stage because unless we 

get planning for percolating systems, whatever, there's 

going to be very little increase in the population in 

Arklow.  And to 23,000 by 2028.  So again with the 

waste water treatment plant optimistically you would 

think it's 2024 because if they got permission in the 

middle of 2019 you're talking about three-and-a-half to 

four years for completion is what you say.  At what 

stage will Wicklow County Council take the view that 

plant is just a year away or two years' away and we can 

let building commence on the north side of town 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  All right.  Okay.  Thank you.  

Cllr. Murphy.  

CLLR. MURPHY:  Cllr. Fitzgerald has asked some 

questions I was going to ask so I won't go over it 

again but it's a welcome presentation here today.  And 

the work, I think we've, you know, we've talked about 

it for so many years and probably the public and 

ourselves haven't realised the work that has went on 

behind the scenes and how it is brought before here 

today.  One of the questions for me was the life of the 

plant, which you've answered that, 40-50 years.  Also, 

I think the temporary road, that needs to be certainly 

addressed because, you know, it's a small residential 
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area.  It's down at our scenic part, the only part of 

the town we can boast about, as such.  

Again, I know the communication has been good and I 

really, really would stress that that continues because 

if, as you know, what towns and everything is like, you 

know, we want -- this needs to be a positive step, you 

know, and we as sitting Councillors, need to know the 

news before it gets out to the public because I find 

sometimes the public do know more than we do, which is 

not great.  So I really would appreciate that we would 

be told, step-to-step, before it gets out to the 

public.  Also, I would request that we have that 

presentation sent to us.  I really appreciate your 

work.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you, Councillor.  Cllr. Bourke 

and Cllr. Whitmore.  

CLLR. BOURKE:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach.  I'd just like 

to first of all welcome the progress that you have been 

making, you and your team in Irish Water.  It's very 

welcome and we hope that it makes the progress to 

construction stage.  I hope so anyway.  Just a query I 

have about the cost of it.  Originally a budget of 

about 30 million but I heard a rumour now that's gone 

to 60 million. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  50. 

CLLR. BOURKE:  I wonder would that have any effect on 

delivering the project?  I ask that question number 

one.  
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Number two, in relation to future planning and 

development of Arklow I'd like to ask the Director of 

Planning there, at what stage will we start granting 

planning permissions for major housing projects again 

in Arklow?  Will it be at the signing of the contract 

stage, or will it be at the commissioning of the plant 

because there would be a huge difference in time 

difference between both of those dates.  There's a lot 

of people looking for clarity on that. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's fair enough.  Thanks.  

Cllr. Whitmore, then Cllr. Lawless.  

CLLR. WHITMORE:  Thanks, Chair.  Thanks for the 

presentation.  Like my colleagues, I think this is a 

very welcome development for Arklow and particularly 

not only for the town's people but for the environment.  

It's great to see that the Avoca River, we'll be able 

to keep it in a better and more pristine condition, 

particularly in light of the last presentation we had 

last month with the Blueways, it really demonstrates 

the potential for Arklow to be included in that.  

I just have a couple of questions.  In relation to the 

monitoring of emissions and overspills and things like 

that, is there a possibility to ask that this 

information be provided realtime, either online so that 

it's open publicly, or realtime so that the different 

agencies can actually have access to it quickly if 

there are any problems with it?  
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Just a question with the actual sewer works, was there 

ever any potential to have the pipeline going across at 

the bridge rather than down at the end so that there 

wasn't going to be disturbance on both sides of the 

river?  I don't know if that was ever an option.  

Then just another point which is sort of, I suppose, 

parallel to this.  I know there's work being undertaken 

as part of this proposal that will assist in the flood 

development work that's happening and it absolutely 

makes sense to do that work so that there isn't 

duplication or, you know, it's a much more efficient 

way of doing it.  But I think the difficulty is that 

there is not a huge amount of information out there 

about that flood development programme and perhaps, 

Sean, this might be something that you might be able to 

answer because I'm not sure Kevin's worked on this 

aspect of it.  If you go online to have a look to see 

what the flood defence programme is, there's actually 

no information about it online.  There's a couple of 

press releases saying that the money's been allocated.  

My understanding is this is around a €40 million 

project which is a very significant project and yet we 

have no information available to the public on it.  If 

you compare that with what Enniscorthy have done on a 

similar flood defence programme they have a website, 

they have all the details of where the programme's at.  

They have visuals.  They have montages.  They have a 
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video showing what it will look like.  I think, you 

know, that really as a council we should be provided 

that same level of information because I know there's a 

lot of concern out there with the public as to what 

actually will be provided under the flood defence 

scheme and I think really as a council we should be 

communicated a whole lot better.  This a huge project 

and I know it's not necessarily to do with this 

particular planning permission but there is an overlap 

and duplication.  So I would like the Council to 

consider putting up a website and looking at this and 

duplicating that for the Arklow flood defence programme 

as well.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Lawless, then Cllr. Fox.  

CLLR. LAWLESS:  Go raibh maith agat, Cathaoirleach.  

Thank you for the presentation and like the other 

Councillors here, we really do welcome this.  I know 

the Arklow Councillors have been crying out for a very 

long time and it's great to get it.  

My questions, I suppose, they're a little bit similar 

is so I'll be quite brief.  I was also wondering about 

the flood defence programme as well and how it would 

interact with this particular scheme.  As I say, 

there's not a lot of information which Cllr. Whitmore 

has just said and I would like more information to 

interact with yourselves.  If that didn't go ahead what 

way does that, you know, work with the water treatment 

plant?  Obviously we don't want any delays or anything 
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that's going to stop this as well.  And then also just 

in regards to, I suppose, active planning as well.  If 

this is definitely going ahead it would good to see 

active planning for development in Arklow so that when 

the plant actually is ready that these planning 

permissions are more or less ready to go.  So I'm just 

wondering on that as well.  That's it.  Thanks, 

Cathaoirleach.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's grand.  Cllr. Fox, Cllr. Kennedy 

and Cllr. Mitchell and then I'm going for some answers 

on this. 

CLLR. FOX:  Well obviously the whole waste water 

treatment plant in Arklow has been a long and drawn out 

saga, as Cllr. Fitzgerald has said and I would welcome 

this.  Just a few questions.  This is going straight to 

An Bord Pleanála obviously as a major infrastructural 

project and it seems to be the trend now that a load of 

applications like multi-house developments are going 

down the path of straight to the Board which I'm a 

little bit uncomfortable with because it sort of gets 

away from public concern and the public getting 

information.  As Cllr. Whitmore has said, there's 

definitely an issue on how the public can engage on 

applications that go straight to the Board.  What is 

the timeframe on the Board?  What date do submissions 

have to be in by?  Because I notice Irish Water now, on 

their Local Authority Waters Programme are having a 

public meeting in Ballinakill in Rathdrum rather than 

coming to this Chamber which I think is an unwelcome 
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development.  If you have something like the regional 

catchment of water, there are major issues and concerns 

that I think Irish Water should come to this Chamber 

and communicate directly with the elected members.  I 

don't think necessarily we should be going down the 

road of a public meeting somewhere else in the evening 

where we have to, you know, go to and try and gather 

information.  I think on a project like this, or like 

the regional catchment areas we should be informed in 

this Chairman by Irish Water.  Thank you, Chairman. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Cllr. Kennedy and then 

Cllr. Mitchell. 

CLLR. KENNEDY:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach, and thanks, 

Kevin, for the presentation.  I fully welcome this 

investment in Arklow.  I think Arklow needs this 

investment.  Arklow has been stagnated for a great 

number of years both for residential houses and for 

investment in commercial properties.  I fully, fully 

support this and welcome this application.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Cllr. Mitchell.  

CLLR. MITCHELL:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach.  I very much 

welcome this project.  It has been outstanding for a 

very long time and is very necessary.  I'm not raising 

any objections to it.  But I would just say that to use 

harbour lands for this purpose I think is a pity.  It 

may be there are no other lands in Arklow for this and 

harbour lands can often look disused or very cheap but 

if, for instance, there's a major marine-type project 

in the future such as wind farms and things, one needs 
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a fair amount of space in a harbour to deal with issues 

like that.  I think just in terms of the future 

planning of general facilities you should try and 

reserve lands around harbours for marine-type purposes, 

or for supporting marine developments in some way.  

Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Sean, I'll let you in now.

MR. QUIRKE:  I'll let Kevin in first.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Kevin, please.

MR. SCANLON:  Thanks.  I'll just run down through the 

engineering or the Irish Water issues that I know.  

Seaview Avenue:  The sewers are going to be installed 

in short sections, particularly where they're being 

tunnelled and it will take approximately -- sorry, all 

of this information is current, you know, preliminary 

design from the consultants.  It's all open to change, 

although not that much from the contractor when he 

starts to do the job.  But the plan at the moment is 

that between each tunnelling Chamber it will take 

approximately three months to tunnel those couple of 

hundred metre sections.  So for the Seaview Avenue 

temporary diversion you were asking about, Pat, that 

will mean where you are going down the North Quay from 

the Ferrybank roundabout down to the Aldi junction, 

that will be a three-month section, at the outset about 

three months.  So what they will do is they'll close 

that little section of road and divert the traffic 

around.  So I know what you're saying that it's a two- 
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or three- or four-year construction but specifically 

Irish Water have looked for small, if you like, bite 

size two- and three- and four-month sections that 

they'll take out so that will minimise disruption, if 

you like, to traffic management. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Kevin, just one sec there.  Are you 

saying the traffic that goes down to Aldi is now going 

to be diverted down Seaview Avenue?

MR. SCANLON:  Yes.

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  That will be impossible. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's an operational thing.

MR. SCANLON:  So that's the preliminary plan on the 

environmental impact assessment.  Again it's open to 

construction and contractors coming in.  But, as I 

said, you know, it's a temporary, let's say a 

three-month, if you take them in blocks of three 

months, that they'll probably divert down there for 

three months.  That's the plan at the moment on paper.  

It could change. 

CLLR. MURPHY:  Is there another option?  Has there been 

another option looked at?  

MR. SCANLON:  What's going to happen is because you're 

going to have a pit in the middle of the roundabout and 

another pit at the Aldi junction, the other option is 

-- well, you can't just close the road, you have to 

have an alternative route for all road disclosures.  

The problem here in Arklow, as everybody knows, is that 

there's no other way around the bridge, you know, and 

there's no other way down the North Quay unless you 
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come at the back of Seaview Avenue.  That's just what 

-- in terms of assessing the environmental impact 

that's what Irish Water and the designers have looked 

at as the option.  But again that could change. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That could change. 

MR. QUIRKE:  I think the important thing to remember 

is, you know, on the North Quay there are two outfalls 

with raw sewerage going into the river, one at the end 

of the bridge and the other down at the Aldi junction, 

and they have to be picked up.  Unfortunately there 

isn't any way around that.  There's a pipe that has 

could come into them, there's a chamber that has to go 

in there, you just have to dig up the road. 

CLLR. MURPHY:  Sorry, when will communication start 

with the residents over there?  

MR. QUIRKE:  Well as soon as -- they have to have the 

permission first, I suppose.  That's the important 

thing.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  The first thing, they've to get this up 

and running and then there's an operational thing that 

will have to be transmitted to the residents there.  

MR. QUIRKE:  We have covered that in the conditions 

that these construction -- 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  The detail you're talking about down 

here is down the road.  

MR. QUIRKE:  In our suggested conditions.  It will be 

up to the Board.

CLLR. ANNESLEY:  Chairman, sometimes things look great 

on paper but when you put them into practicality they 
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don't work.  Two HGV vehicles, two 45-foot lorries, one 

going down Seaview Avenue and one coming up Seaview 

Avenue, they're not going to fit.  It's not going to 

work, okay?  So that's the first problem.  You've the 

same problem on the riverbank there.  You've a major 

interjection there.  There's businesses actually 

currently operating, creating rates for this Council, 

creating jobs for the people of Arklow and they're 

going to be cut off.  The riverbank you're going to say 

it will be a no-go area for three months.  There's two 

major are intersections there on the riverbank, the 

riverwalk.  How is that going to be managed?  

By the way, I didn't speak on this because I wanted 

everyone to get their words in.  This is not a 

political football for people around this room about 

flood, about marina or other anything else.  This is 

the people of Arklow being held to ransom for 30 years.  

Kevin, you know that, you've worked very hard on it and 

I am one of the biggest supporters of this development.  

But there's going to be major concerns from the 

business people, the residential people and everyone in 

Arklow and the traffic -- you can't make an omelette 

without breaking shells but this omelette has to be, a 

little bit more effort has to be put in with 

communication, with traffic management.  We already 

have a serious traffic management problem in Arklow. 

CLLR. MURPHY:  Absolutely. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Wait there now.  
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CLLR. ANNESLEY:  I understand.  Thank you very much, 

Chairman.  I've sat here and I've listened to this for 

30 years. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's fine.  Just let him back in.  

We're getting into the minute detail of it.  This is a 

50 million scheme, right, that everyone welcomes so 

it's really just a matter of the workings of it, you 

know what I mean.  It's not gone to the Board yet at 

this stage, you know.  So I mean let's get it up and 

let's get it in there.  Right.  People have waited long 

enough for it.  

CLLR. ANNESLEY:  Absolutely.  You're sitting in Bray 

with a multi, multi million one.  We're in Arklow with 

nothing.  There's Council members have left the Chamber 

the minute Arklow came up.  I'm sorry for my 

frustration, Kevin, but I am here to work with you and 

so is every other Arklow Councillor in this room. 

MR. SCANLON:  In terms of the revetment walkway, the 

consultants did look at the redesign of the revetment.  

As you can see, it's a substantial design.  There are 

recent enough engineering guidelines in terms of 

walkways on revetments.  The other issue is that with, 

you know, global warming and these environmental 

changes over the course of the next 20, 30, 40 years of 

the design life they expect wave heights and 

frequencies to increase.  So the advice, and again, you 

know, take it for what it is, the advice from the 

designers of the revetment was that they shouldn't put 

a walkway on top of it.  And for anybody that knows the 
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jobs that we did down in Arklow, unless you do a 

substantial job of revetments and construction 

projects, walkways on top of rock armours can be 

precarious enough places, you know, before, during and 

after storms.  Irish Water have decided that they won't 

put the walkway currently in the design.  The walkway 

will finish where it currently finishes at the south 

end of the running track.  It will come back down where 

it comes and then they will do a new walkway from the 

northern tip of the site into a landscaped area and 

down and around Mill Road and on to the North Quay just 

beyond Tyrrell's boat yard.  So that's the revetment.  

Tunnelling, again the proposal is to go 24 hours a day.  

I don't know enough about tunnelling, I'll be honest 

with you, in terms of noise, but they will set up a pit 

and then they will open a pit at one end and open a pit 

at the other end and tunnel in between them.  I'm not 

sure, to be honest with you, but there are calculations 

and different details in the environmental impact 

assessment report in regards to noise for the 

tunnelling operation.  So they must be happy enough 

that they can do it 24/7, if that's what they're 

proposing.  

Again, in terms of time, the Seafarers' garden will be 

out of commission for that three-month block.  If it's 

unlucky enough to be at the end of a run it could be 

three months on this run, the pit will be here and 
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three months on the other run and I think in that 

location it will be probably be a six-month.  So 

they'll basically decommission it, they'll clear it 

out, they'll do the pits over three to six months and 

then they'll rebuild and reinstall whatever's in there.  

There has been, as Cllr. Murphy said, there's been a 

lot of work on communications and talking to, you know, 

local groups, the Marina Village being the nearest 

resident neighbours down there.  Myself and the Irish 

Water team have met with them on probably half a dozen 

occasions over the last two to three years.  We have 

met -- there's been non-statutory public consultations 

over the last couple of years and they have built up a 

fairly good rapport, if you like, on the ground down 

there.  So this is now the statutory, you're now into 

the actual statutory timeframe where people can 

actually make their comments to the Board.  

The temporary road on Seaview Avenue we've just talked 

about, yes, if it's okay I can send the PowerPoint to 

the members I'll just send it in.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Sean, do you want to come in there.  

MR. QUIRKE:  Can I just say, Kevin isn't representing 

Irish Water, he's the Wicklow Municipal District 

engineer so we just asked him to come along because 

he's very familiar with it.  So I'd just like to thank 

him for doing that.  The criticism, if you have of any 

Irish Water, please don't direct it to him.  
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There's a few issues there.  There's no doubt about it 

that this is going to be hugely disruptive from a 

traffic point of view in Arklow.  There is no way to 

avoid it.  There is absolutely no way to avoid it.  

They've got to pick up the raw sewerage going into the 

river.  The sewers are in roads by and large.  They're 

on the North Quay, which is narrow, which I don't think 

there's anyway around.  If I thought there was a way 

around closing the road I think we would have suggested 

it and they would have come up with it because it makes 

life tough for everybody.  We have conditioned in all 

sorts of monitoring if you have a look at condition 2, 

in particular.  I saw we've conditioned, we're 

suggesting this to the Board that they put in 

conditions that we want construction environment 

management plans, traffic management plans, a 

communication management plan, which goes to your point 

about informing the residents, etcetera, and a noise 

and vibration management plan.  So all of those are 

really important and those hopefully will be taken on 

board by Bord Pleanála.  

Just in relation to planning applications and when they 

should be submitted.  I think first and foremost what 

needs to happen is that permission needs to be in 

place, plus and EPA licence needs to be in place before 

construction begins.  We could grant permissions with  

holding conditions on them that no houses will be 
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occupied, for instance, until the plant has been 

commissioned.  Given that the construction period is 

probably three-and-a-half to four years, and the 

duration of a planning application is five, I think 

people should judge when they lodge their planning 

applications, have them in place for when the plant is 

commissioned.  

As regards the flood scheme.  That will be the subject 

of a separate process.  The flood scheme isn't at a 

point where we can put something on display at this 

stage.  But this won't impact on the flood scheme and 

the flood scheme hopefully won't impact on this.  So, 

as I say, it will be a separate process, it will go out 

to the public for consultation and as soon as there is 

something that can go on public display we'll ask for 

it to put it on public display.  Really I think the 

frustration was trying to bring these two horses along 

at the same time wasn't working and the application for 

sewerage treatment plant needed to get ahead and the 

town needs it to get it ahead so it is going in in 

advance of the other one.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Briefly now, Cllr. Murphy and 

Cllr. Fitzgerald.  

CLLR. MURPHY:  I'm not a long talker but I say -- 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I know you don't that's why I let this 

goes on because this is very important.  We have waited 

a long time for this, that's why I let the discussion 

go on.
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CLLR. MURPHY:  I would like to propose as Cathaoirleach 

that a meeting in Arklow be arranged regarding the 

serious traffic and I know there is, you know, we've 

heard from Kevin and Sean and I appreciate that, but we 

always have to be realistic and also the area, the huge 

concern delivery lorries, huge lorries both going into 

Bridgewater and also Aldi, on a very tight corner as it 

is, I'm often down in that area and I've seen long 

lorries reversing from the main road down into to.  So 

you can just imagine.  I really would appreciate the 

meeting or a possible invited again to one of our 

Council meetings to specifically talk about the traffic 

management. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Cllr. Fitzgerald.  

Cllr. Whitmore, I'm finished with Cllr. Fitzgerald 

because these are for Arklow people and that's why I'm 

letting them in twice.  Right.  

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Can I just say, there was issues 

there because the flood relief scheme is linked into 

the sewerage people thought and there was a -- Kevin, 

we met people from the South Quay area and they were 

concerned about the bend in the river being taken out 

of it.  And it's quite clear that the sewerage 

treatment plant has nothing whatsoever impact on the 

bend in the river.  That's right, Kevin?  

MR. SCANLON:  That's correct, yes.

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  I know you're thinking about it but 

that is correct, right?  So the sewerage treatment 

plant stands alone but might, at some stage, when the 
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flood protection comes there might be a link where 

there's common areas to work in; is that right?  

MR. SCANLON:  Following on from what Sean was saying.  

Yeah, so we have integrated, Irish Water have 

integrated, as much as they can, in terms of the South 

Quay wall, the crossing point, the actual work at the 

first few arches.  So there are elements the sewerage 

scheme that are going to be constructed which will form 

part of the basis of the flood scheme.  Let me make 

just sure I have that right. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  You have a 1.8 metre wall in height 

there for a distance down from the bridge there's a 

path going down there, isn't there?  

MR. SCANLON:  Yes.  

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  So you're widening the bridge, the 

wall is 1.8 metres high; isn't that right?  

MR. SCANLON:  No, there's no wall.  

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Where is the wall in this plan?  

MR. QUIRKE:  The discussion about the wall is under the 

flood scheme. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Yes, but it's mentioned here as 

well.  

MR. QUIRKE:  But it's not part of the scheme. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Could I just say, we're getting into 

technical stuff here.  Everyone can make, you know -- 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  I'm just making it clear that the 

bend in the river is not being affected by the sewerage 

treatment plant?  

MR. SCANLON:  No.  You have the alignment of the sewer, 
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the alignment of the sewer is not preempted by the 

alignment of the quay, the South Quay.  

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Can I just make one more point.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Sorry, Councillor.

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  Hold on a minute now.  The people of 

Arklow want the sewerage treatment plant and they will 

take some pain for a lot of gain and I think if people 

know what's happening there won't be an issue.  As 

regards the traffic on -- my view on that is, the 

permission -- that's in the application, I presume, to 

the Board.  

MR. SCANLON:  It's in the application in so much as you 

can assess the environmental impacts of various traffic 

management systems. 

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  At this stage, in my opinion, it 

will be premature because we don't know what's 

happening.  The Board will make a decision quarter 1 

next year, quarter 2 next year and then there are many 

observations going in, or maybe objections, so they 

will be dealt with under that.  Is the period for 

observations or objections up at this stage?  

MR. QUIRKE:  It's 9th November which is Friday.  

CLLR. FITZGERALD:  I think I have never (inaudible) 

people coming into the Council offices. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We don't have to -- no proposer or 

seconder.  Cllr. Whitmore, one minute now.

CLLR. WHITMORE:  My questions weren't answered.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  They were answered.

CLLR. WHITMORE:  They weren't.  Sean answered one about 
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the flood defence.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  What's the other one?

CLLR. WHITMORE:  The other one was to include the 

emissions into the communication aspect of it.  It's 

not specific in there but I think it is important that 

that data -- 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I think Cllr. Murphy raised that.

CLLR. WHITMORE:  No, realtime emission monitoring and 

making it available.  

MR. QUIRKE:  That's the operational phase of it. 

CLLR. WHITMORE:  Exactly.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We're moving on. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Can I just confirm that there are no 

recommendations going from this Council by resolution.  

CLLR. WHITMORE:  If you could include that.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  No, no.  It has to be proposed and 

seconded.  There's a resolution to go through.  

MR. QUIRKE:  It might be more applicable to the EPA 

licence or the planning process.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Item 11.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cathaoirleach, this policy first came 

for consideration by the County Councillors at the 

meeting of 2nd July.  The draft policy sets out a set 

of circumstances where the reserved functions under 

Part 2 of the local Act may be performed by the 

Municipal District members.  So the draft policy, as I 

said, was considered by the CPG at the meeting of 20th 

June last; at the Plenary Council on 2nd July; and by 

each of the five Municipal Districts since.  The 
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Baltinglass MD, the Wicklow MD, the Arklow MD and the 

Greystones MD agreed to recommend the adoption of the 

policy.  There's one amendment proposed and it is on 

page 4, paragraph 7.4:

"Where the matter is of strategic importance to the 

County as a whole..."

And to detract the last line of that sentence:

"...for example, the provision of sheltered 

accommodation or accomodation of the Traveller 

Accommodation Programme..."

Because it is considered that that's taken of in 

strategic plans of the Council.

The Bray MD considered it at their last meeting and 

they agreed by a margin of 5 votes to 3 to recommend 

the adoption of the policy without amendment.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  So all the five Municipal Authorities 

have recommended this.  Cllr. Behan.

CLLR. BEHAN:  Okay, Cathaoirleach.  We've just had a 

very interesting discussion on the concern of the 

Councillors for Arklow, the detailed concerns that 

they've had and in the past in this Chamber we've 

discussed areas of vital interest to different 

Municipal Districts around the County and Bray would 

have been one where there was a number of issues.  And 
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I can recall that on those occasions many Councillors 

from around the County felt that these issues should be 

decided at the Municipal District level, rather than 

taking up people's time at the full Wicklow County 

Council plenary session.  There was a general agreement 

that, for instance, Part 8 proposals would be dealt 

with at Municipal District.  And the Chief Executive 

clarified that in fact we always could have dealt with 

Part 8less at Municipal District but no one from the 

official side ever told us that before.  Secondly, 

Local Area Development Plans could also be decided at 

Municipal District.  I certainly interpreted, from what 

Councillors said on those occasions, that Councillors 

generally were in favour of making decisions at the 

local level as far as we possibly could.  

Now, I want confirmation first of all on a question on 

this:  Is it the case that all Local Area Plans and all 

Part 8s, as we understood, are now going to be decided 

at local level rather than at this table?  That's the 

first thing.  

Secondly, with regard to specifically the amendment 

that had been put in about traveller accommodation.  I 

fundamentally disagree that local Councillors should 

be, you know, sending a decision on the provision of 

traveller accommodation up to this body.  The local 

Councillors should have the courage to make decisions 

on traveller accommodation in their own area.  We have 
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proved in Bray in the past well capable of doing that 

and I have no doubt that we will do it in the future.  

I don't see why a proposal for traveller accommodation 

cannot be decided by the people who represent the local 

area.  

So Lorraine has said that particular, you know, 

amendment has been taken out but it's been covered 

under the heading of strategic developments, therefore, 

it's back in again and it's back in in another way.  

I'm certainly proposing that traveller accommodation 

developments are decided at Municipal District level.  

The last proposal I want to make is in relation to 

number 7 which is major housing developments over 20 

units.  What is coming here in this document is that if 

we have a Part 8 proposal for a housing development in 

Arklow, Bray, Greystones, whatever, that if they're 20 

units or more, it can't be decided by the local 

Councillors it has to be decided here in this body.  I 

don't see the sense in that.  20 houses or 21 houses 

does not have a strategic impact on the entire county 

and I'm proposing instead an amendment that that figure 

go to 100 houses.  That's a major housing development.  

A development of 20 or 25 should be decided at local 

level.  I just want to submit those two proposals now, 

Cathaoirleach, thank you.  And I would like 

clarification on local plans and -- 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Fitzgerald.  No.  It's 
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Cllr. Matthews, sorry.  

CLLR. MATTHEWS:  Cathaoirleach, thanks very much.  I 

particularly want to thank Lorraine for the amount of 

work she put into this because there was a lot of 

detail to be dragged together and put into a document 

we could all understand.  We've had a long time to 

consider it and I think it is the right move.  I just 

wish we had done it, say, nine months into the term 

rather than nine months away from the Council term.  I 

don't know do we have to propose and second. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I want a proposer and seconder. 

CLLR. MATTHEWS:  I would be happy enough to propose the 

policy as put forward us in Bray.  Thank you, 

Cathaoirleach. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Do I have a seconder for that I'm going 

for a vote on it now because it's gone through the -- 

CLLR. BEHAN:  I've asked a question. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  You'll get your answer.  

CLLR. BEHAN:  I have proposed an amendment. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's fine.  We'll get that.  I'm just 

saying we've had discussions on this at the Municipal 

Authorities and they've all been voted on it.  Every 

one of them, in fact.  We're going to get clarification 

on what you're talking about, Councillor.

MS. GALLAGHER:  Just in relation to Cllr. Behan's two 

questions.  What you're saying is that traveller 

accommodation be decided at Municipal District level.  

Well it be decided at Municipal District level where it 

doesn't affect another Municipal District, where it 
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only affects the Municipal District in where -- 

CLLR. BEHAN:  Thank you for that clarification. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  And that's the spirit of the policy.  

So, for example, if there was a proposal to develop a 

transient halting site, that would be something that 

would affect the entire county. 

CLLR. BEHAN:  I accept that.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  That's fine.  What was the second one 

in relation to --

CLLR. BEHAN:  Local Area Plans and Part 8s being 

decided at Municipal District level.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Again, within the spirit of the policy 

where it only affects the Municipal District, or if 

there was an item in a Local Area Plan where it affects 

the County as a whole.  If you were bringing in a 

policy that affected an adjoining Municipal District or 

the County as a whole, or flew in the face of strategic 

plans like the County Development Plan, I mean this 

policy makes sense.  It's just giving a guidance for 

all Municipal Districts to operate in the same way.  

CLLR. BEHAN:  That's fine and I accept the spirit of 

what you're saying, Lorraine, but in reality Local Area 

Plans for various districts have been done here, not at 

the local area and the Bray Development Plan was the 

most recent one.  That should have been decided in Bray 

but it wasn't.  So I want to tie this down.  So it is 

agreed then local plans, local areas. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Yeah.  

CLLR. BEHAN:  Fine.  The last one I think we should go 
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to 100 units for Part 8s rather than this 20.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. McLoughlin.  

MR. CURRAN:  We did think about that now and given the 

housing crisis that we have in country, housing schemes 

of 20 houses and over are vitally important and they 

are strategic.  We put a lot of thought into that and I 

think the 20 houses is reasonable and housing smaller 

than that stay within in the local area. 

CLLR. BEHAN:  What's the magic difference between 20 

and 19?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  What's the difference between -- 

CLLR. BEHAN:  Sorry, the Chief Executive has said 

something here.  Can you explain why is 20 strategic 

and 19 isn't, please?  

MR. CURRAN:  You have to pick a point somewhere.  And 

we're looking at schemes, what we would consider are 

medium to large schemes.  And once you over about 20 

you're going over about 5 million and you're into a 

different approval process with the Department and 

that's the sort of cut-off we'd have for housing 

schemes.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. McLoughlin and then 

Cllr. Winters.  I'm going for a vote on this.  

CLLR. McLOUGHLIN:  If you go back to the hundred units 

that actually goes straight to An Bord Pleanála as a 

strategic housing development so it doesn't apply 

there.  Having said that, the only thing that worries 

me with regards to Part 8s, what types of Part 8s?  Are 

we talking about something in Greystones with the 
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harbour, will that be going to Wicklow or would it not?  

And I've said it here before, I fear, it depends which 

side you're on, it doesn't really matter, but whoever 

is Cathaoirleach, when there's an even amount of 

Councillors could have a huge amount of power in any 

Council for something that could be a major plan for a 

village or town or district so I would worry about 

that.  

I think you're not really clarifying what do you mean 

by the Part 8.  What exactly are we allowed to vote on 

and what we're not?  Because I can see rows coming down 

the road on this one.  Thank you.  

MR. CURRAN:  If it is strategic, and I'll give the 

example, let's say if we were doing a major development 

here in the County Hall it would be of strategic 

importance for the County and that would come to the 

main Council.  If we were doing something next door to 

the fire station, an extension there, that would really 

be a Wicklow issue and would go to the Wicklow 

Municipal District.  You know, a major harbour 

development is strategic nature and affecting all of 

the County and would come to the main Council.  As 

Lorraine says, we need a certain amount of common sense 

here to make the thing work.  Local issues affecting 

local areas should be dealt with by the Municipal 

Districts.  That's the spirit of it.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Ryan.  

CLLR. RYAN:  I understand local area issues being dealt 
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with by the local issues but I was elected as a Wicklow 

County Councillor for the whole of Wicklow.  So if 

there's something happening in Greystones I think I can 

also have a vote on that and if somebody in Greystones 

wants to have a vote on something in Bray, that's 

absolutely fine.  It's the County of Wicklow and I 

think that's been completely forgotten in this.  I'm 

not just a Councillor for Bray and Enniskerry and 

Kilmac.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Whitmore, I'm going for a vote.  

Listen, there's a number of issues that I have to get 

to here, the winter initiative which is very important.  

There's the CEO's report, and we've already dealt with 

this at municipal level.  It's already been agreed in 

the five municipals, do you know what I mean.  

CLLR. WHITMORE:  I would like to concur with what 

Cllr. Ryan has said.  Even the last discussion we had, 

which was about a strategic development within the 

County, I was being told that I shouldn't talk on it 

because I wasn't from Arklow.  So I do have issues that 

there is a risk that, you know, as a County Councillor 

that we will not be able to engage on strategic 

developments and that needs to be acknowledged in it, 

or maybe even a description or outline of what we would 

consider strategic, because, you know, we have just 

literally in the last five minutes had an example of 

where there have been attempts to shut down what I was 

asking, very simple questions I should have been 

allowed to ask.  So I don't think we can allow that to 
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continue to happen and we certainly shouldn't 

facilitate it with a policy that might restrict our 

role. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Snell.  

CLLR. SNELL:  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  We in East 

Wicklow discussed this at length, Cathaoirleach, and we 

agree with it, however, I was just looking for clarity 

in relation to if it was 3:3 in our Municipal Districts 

with the six Councillors we felt that we should be 

entitled to refer it to the full Council rather than 

the sitting chair deciding and I just want to clarity 

that that could happen. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We'll get clarity on that.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cathaoirleach, just to say that there 

is built into the policy a mechanism for the resolution 

of differences or disagreements regarding what 

Municipal District reserved function lies in and that 

is the Chief Executive in consultation with the 

Cathaoirleach can call it in and it will be dealt with 

and the decision will be made at CPG level and that's 

in accordance with the regulations.  

In terms of Cllr. Snell's question in relation to 

Part 8, if it is even 3 and 3, well then the 

Cathaoirleach has the casting vote because that 

function is enshrined in other legislation which you 

can't fly in the face of.  So the Cathaoirleach of the 

day would have the casting vote in relation to the Part 

8, if he chooses to exercise that. 
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CATHAOIRLEACH:  Nobody else in now that's it.  Finished 

with.  I'm going for a vote on this.  The fact of the 

matter is it's gone to the five Municipal Districts.  

No nobody put in any motions in regard to this 

whatsoever.  Now I'm of the opinion, and have always 

been as much power as possible should go to the 

municipal authorities.  That would be my understanding 

which is the best thing to do but.  You know, 

Councillors can't have it every way because Councillors 

when a difficult discussion comes up at Municipal 

meetings they run a million miles away when there's 20 

people outside the door looking to get into the 

meetings.  They can't have it every way.  I'm not 

confident that in some Councils in a lot of occasions 

when it comes to a vote that those people who say:  

Listen, we want all the power here but not really on 

this one.  So I mean that's my attitude to this that I 

would prefer if most of this went into the Municipal 

Authorities and people were either had the balls to do 

it or they hadn't.  Sorry about the language.  But 

that's exactly it.  That's my particular opinion on 

this.  But unfortunately it's not working out that way 

and people like to refer it on to the County Council 

when things are getting difficult in their own areas.  

I'm going for a vote on this.  It was proposed by? 

MS. GALLAGHER:  First of all Cllr. Behan proposed the 

adoption of it with the amendment to 100 houses but is 

that possible with the strategic?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I'm going to take that, if there's a 
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seconder for that I'm going to take that. 

CLLR. BEHAN:  Hold on a second.  I want to thank 

Cllr. McLoughlin for pointing out about the 100 houses.  

As a compromise can I propose 50?

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Is there a seconder for that?

MS. GALLAGHER:  Seconded by Cllr. Kavanagh.   

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Is there a proposal that we accept it 

as it is? 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Then we have a proposal without 

amendment from Cllr. Matthews.  Is there a seconder for 

that?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Is there is seconder for 

Cllr. Matthews' proposal that we accept what the whole 

five Municipal Authorities have done. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Seconded by Cllr. Walsh.  We can vote 

on the amendment first. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  The amendment is to accept it as it was 

proposed in the five local authorities. 

CLLR. BEHAN:  Hold on. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  With an amendment of 50 houses. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Behan's proposal.  

[VOTE TAKEN]  

MS. GALLAGHER:  We have 12 for; and 12 against; and we 

have 8 not present.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I use my casting vote for.  

CLLR. FOX:  What about the local decision!  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Well, my attitude to it is, let the 

local Councillors come out and support something like 

that.  It's not happening, it hasn't happened in the 
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last few years in my experience anyway so it's about 

time they took responsibility for some of the difficult 

decisions in their own area.  

FROM THE FLOOR:  Hear, hear.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's my attitude to this.  We're 

moving on.  

MR. CURRAN:  Cathaoirleach, I will just mention one or 

two items on the Chief Executive's report.  One is the 

town and village enhancement.  Again, we got funding 

for some good schemes there.  One is the Wicklow 

lighting 120,000.  120,000 Newtownmountkennedy public 

realm enhancement.  Rathdrum public lighting, 70,000 

there very welcome.  The recycling centre in Tinahely 

76,000.  Blessington public realm 100,000.  Hollywood 

upgrade to the footpaths 30,000 there.  And Newcastle 

health check 30,000.  So we're going to drive on with 

those as soon as we can working with the communities.  

We will, of course, be going out to the Municipal 

Districts, meeting the various community groups now, 

straightaway to get projects for next year and we'll be 

getting the Municipal District administrators and the 

planning and environment sections involved in working 

with community groups and getting more projects in to 

apply for those next year again.  

There's 318,000 then extra for the Local Improvement 

Scheme.  That's over and above the 310,000 that was 

there earlier in the year.  We also got 500,000 for 
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weather damage, which is road improvements, something 

we weren't expecting actually.  We got that.  That's in 

addition to the 600,000 payment for overtime that was 

spent during the storm events.  

There's a grant for 25,000 for branding and marketing 

of Wicklow Taste Food and Beverage.  We're doing a food 

strategy for the County and the LCDC will make a 

presentation on that at a future date.  

The Commuter Survey started this week.  The survey of 

people commuting, where they're commuting to, be it 

Dublin or wherever, the skills, levels of education 

they have, how they are commuting, etcetera.  We need 

that information.  It's something that the IDA asked 

you to do that they felt would be very useful if they 

want to encourage businesses to use hubs and stuff 

within the County.  So that started this week.  

Contracts for three new playground sites signed also, 

Annacurra, Laragh and Roundwood.  

We sign a contract tomorrow with Arup Consulting 

Engineers for N11/M11, that's the design for junction 4 

right out to Coyne's Cross.  It is bringing it up to 

CPO and Bord Pleanála stage, so the full design of that 

scheme.  

The RSES went on display this morning.  Now thankfully 
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with the Cathaoirleach here and the other members, a 

lot of the issues that we wanted to raise are already 

in the draft such as the issues like the removal of the 

Luas extension as a short-term, enabling infrastructure 

development for Bray Golf Club.  We need to get that 

out.  There was issues around Fassaroe and we wanted a 

Phase 1 that would be mentioned in there.  There was 

improvements to the M11/N11 right down to Wexford.  The 

rail.  We wanted to create an industries film list in 

relation to Wicklow in (inaudible) opportunities.  The 

N81 for Tallaght, we wanted that in.  Again thanks to 

the Cathaoirleach and the other members on the Eastern 

Regional Authority that's now in.  Improvements to 

DART, greenways listed on the development of greenways.  

We'll go through it in detail and we'll be back here 

with a presentation to Councillors seeking any 

observations or recommendations that people want to 

make and feed that back through the consultation 

process.  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Behan, could we be as briefly as 

possible because I can't to get through the other 

things.  Cllr. Behan, Cllr. Matthews and 

Cllr. Mitchell.  

CLLR. BEHAN:  Cathaoirleach, first of all, 

congratulations to yourself and the other members of 

Regional Authority for the success you had in ensuring 

that the priorities of this Council were addressed and 

are in a draft document.  Obviously we look forward to 
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having a proper discussion and feeding into it over the 

next few months.  

I also want to thank again the Chief Executive for this 

innovation of this monthly report which gives a very 

good snapshot of what's happening in the County.  But 

it also gives us an opportunity, and I want to mention 

four items very, very, very quickly.  In relation to 

rural broadband which is now becoming a major issue 

throughout the County.  Maybe for the next estimates 

meeting or the next Council meeting can I ask for a 

report on what is the status regarding rural broadband 

in this County at the moment, particularly, as I 

discovered recently the bizarre situation that in 

Wicklow Town new housing developments, people on the 

same cul-de-sac within ten doors, some of them are on 

rural broadband and some of them are on broadband that 

they can actually connect properly.  I know it's a 

detailed issue but I would like a report on it.  It was 

mentioned in the Chief Executive report.  Secondly, 

there's in Kilbride Lane a housing site lying vacant 

for nearly two months now.  The Chief Executive talked 

about a housing crisis.  We have a housing development 

that is approved, funded by the Department and nothing 

is happening because the developer is in examinership.  

I'm getting very concerned about the fact that there 

doesn't seem to be any move on this.  I know the 

officials are working behind the scenes but I would 

like a statement from him today as to where we are with 
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this, or are we going to go to retender because it is 

going on far too long in my opinion.  

Thirdly, I see Michael Geany is here in the gallery and 

I know he has responsibility for roads, but for the 

estimates I would like to see some reintroduction of a 

footpaths restoration fund in this County.  When Bray 

Urban District Council and Bray Town Council was in 

operation there was a specific footpaths fund which 

allowed for work to be done on footpaths, irrespective 

of what money came for roads.  I stopped when Wicklow 

County Council took over responsibility.  And it should 

be reintroduced, particularly as the people working on 

the footpaths are the people paying the property tax 

which keeps this place going.

Finally, could I have a comment on rumours that are 

circulating in Bray at the moment that there's some 

major change going to happen in the management of the 

Springfield burial ground that may not necessarily 

result in an improvement in service to the people who 

have to use it.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Matthews, just questions now 

please because, as I say, I want to get the other 

people in.  There's no useless complaining.  This 

winter programme is vital if anything happens in the 

wintertime.  Please be brief as possible.  

Cllr. Matthews.  

CLLR. MATTHEWS:  Thanks, Chairman.  There's reference 
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to rapid build in this report.  Can we have a 

description of what is rapid build versus conventional 

build and are the differences in it?  You answered the 

question on the town and village renewal already.

The urban regeneration fund, when would we expect to 

know the date for successful applications there?  And 

the rates collection I see is at 58%.  I'm just 

wondering is that normal for September in the year?  

What target are we expecting to achieve by the end of 

the year?  Thank you, Cathaoirleach. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Mitchell.  

CLLR. MITCHELL:  I was going to ask could the Chief 

Executive include in the report a report on the N11 

progress, but also because it was mentioned, the 

progress on Greystones to Delgany, Blacklion Road which 

should be in progress.  I'd also like details, the 

Chief Executive mentioned that there was a contract 

signed in relation to the M11.  I'd like some details 

on that. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  That's being signed tomorrow. 

CLLR. MITCHELL:  I'd like some details of that when it 

is done.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Grand.  Cllr. Ruttle.

CLLR. RUTTLE:  Cathaoirleach, I'd like to congratulate 

you and your colleagues on the Regional Authority for 

getting the N81 and the greenway into the planning.  

Well done.  We were out of the game for awhile.  Thank 

you.  
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CATHAOIRLEACH:  You were, yeah.  It was a very good 

thing that actually the seven items that we asked for 

we got which we were delighted with.  Cllr. Walsh and 

then I'm going to the Chief Executive.  

CLLR. WALSH:  Thanks to the Chief Executive for the 

most comprehensive report once again.  Just a quick 

comment on the housing figures.  I'm not going to go 

into the detail but reading through the figures and the 

number of people on the Housing List and the number of 

houses expected to come on stream both social and the 

Part 5 over the next two years.  There's an 

overreliance on the private sector to meet our housing 

needs.  I won't go into that.  I'll leave more detail 

for another day.  I welcome the appointment of the 

homeless situation, the homeless HAP.  

Just one other quick point in relation to an article I 

read recently in the last week which was resulting from 

an FoI request on housing that only over half of the 

local authorities have made an attempt to use CPOs.  We 

are one of the counties listed as made no attempt.  The 

figures I think are 184,000 vacant properties and this 

was only in the Central Statistics Office but obviously 

taking a small percentage of those houses it would go a 

long way in the meeting our housing needs.  I just 

wonder if you could comment on that.  As I say, I know 

one of Wicklow was one of the counties mentioned that 

made no effort to use a CPO.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Chief Executive.  
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MR. CURRAN:  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  Just on the rural 

broadband.  I think Donal O'Keeffe, who is our 

broadband officer, we might bring him to the December 

meeting to do a full presentation on it because he has 

done a lot of work on it and has a lot of information.  

Kilbride, we have got a lot of information back from 

the company in examinership.  We are going to have to 

make a call this week whether to go with the other 

contractor or retender.  

In relation to footpaths.  We do provide funding and 

will be providing funding in the project for footpath 

replacement from an IPB fund and there's a fund set 

aside from the previous development contribution for 

footpaths as well.  We'll address that during the 

budget.  

I'm not aware of the situation in the Springfield 

burial ground.  I'm not aware of any change there.  

Maybe someone can enlighten me.  

The urban regeneration and development fund, I haven't 

got a date on their decision.  I know they're being 

analysed at the moment.  There's one or two queries in 

but haven't got a date yet.  I would suspect first 

quarter of next year.  

Rates.  Yeah, that's normal.  I think we may be even 
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slightly ahead for this time of year.  I don't know if 

Brian wants to comment on that.  

You mentioned the contract yesterday, that brings it 

right up to the stage where everything can be submitted 

to An Bord Pleanála, CPO, planning documents, etcetera, 

that's the function of that.  

On the housing side, we're still on target to do out 

14,000 units by 2021, if not exceed it.  We have done a 

lot of work actually on vacant houses and we've about 

ten that we're going to progress to the CPO stage but a 

lot of them were unsuitable, they were areas where 

there wasn't a demand, or there were (inaudible) but 

they were unsuccessful.  But we have put a lot of work 

on the ground and Joe might elaborate on that.  

Just to describe the rapid building process.  It's all 

about reducing the delivery of time at construction 

stage.  It's designed to a very high standard.  The 

contractor will come in, it's designed, there's a 

timber frame construction and a steel frame 

construction and that's where the time saving is.  

MR. GLEESON:  Just to clarify the Chief Executive's 

response to Cllr. Matthews.  The rates would be 

slightly ahead of target this year.  I suppose it might 

look quite small compared to the year end it would be 

about 80%.  We'll be looking at achieving 80% in 2017.  

However the write-offs for vacant premises or when 
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business goes into liquidation they aren't applied 

until the year end and that would actually bring up the 

percentage significantly at that stage.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We're in 13 now.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  To approve an overdraft accommodation 

of €20 million for the financial year ending 31st 

December 2019.  If I could get a proposer and seconder. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cllr. Bourke.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Proposed by Cllr. Bourke and seconded 

by Cllr. Timmins.  Okay.  That's agreed.  

Item 14:  To receive the emergency management 

presentation. 

MR. CURRAN:  We have the Chief Fire Officer, Civil 

Defence Officer and Senior Engineer (Roads) in that 

area.  

CHIEF FIRE OFFICER:  Good afternoon, ladies and 

gentlemen.  I'm here to open the discussion on major 

emergency management in preparation for the winter 

season.  

Through a process of post incident review in 

consultation with our Major Emergency Management 

Committee, which the Chief Executive chairs on a 

regular basis, we've updated the Severe Weather Plan 

for County Wicklow.  We had already prepared detailed 

flood plans for the Municipal Districts and for the 

County in 2017 and, therefore, this version of the 

Severe Weather Plan looks at frost, ice, heavy snow, 
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severe winds, storms and hurricanes, which, 

unfortunately, the staff of Wicklow County Council, the 

fire service, Civil Defence and outdoor workers are 

very experienced in dealing with at this stage.  Their 

experiences have fed into the plan and the experiences 

of the other responding agencies from outside the Local 

Authority such as the gardaí.  

We looked first in the development of the plan at the 

consequences of severe weather and from our experiences 

we understood the negative impacts that individuals 

would require rescue from homes and vehicles, as had 

happened in the past.  Road closures, isolation and 

other similar problems for the elderly and vulnerable.  

A disruption of water supplies and power supplies.  

Closure of schools, public transport and businesses.  

Disruption to the supplies of food, medicine and fuel.  

Problems with feeding and shelter of animals.  And 

damage to infrastructure such as roads, railway and 

power lines.  All of which have happened in the last 18 

months.  

That led us to define, within the plan, the response 

objectives:  Rescuing persons threatened; protect 

critical infrastructure; to minimise the impact on 

affected communities; to minimise the environmental 

impacts; to provide for places of safety in the event 

of evacuation; to ensure, insofar as practicable, the 

safety and help of all responders; to speed recovery 
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and the return of normality to affected communities; 

and to maintain services to the wider community.  

As I mentioned, flood plans were developed in 2017 in 

great detail for all of the Municipal Districts and for 

the County in general and the work and the content of 

the plan was greatly informed by the OPW's risk 

assessment and flood maps.  

Examples of flooding that we've experienced recently 

include the photographs there of the strand road in 

Wicklow in March when fire fighters pumped water, 

cleared houses and built sandbank defences.  

Similarly, in 2015 we did similar work on the South 

Quays, as was discussed during the previous 

presentations.  

And more recently we have been dealing with more severe 

weather events such as the heavy snow of March this 

year.  

Interestingly from this photograph, this is the same 

fire crew that would, the following day, be dealing 

with the flooding on Strand Road but on this occasion 

they were dealing with an overturned car early on in 

the first day of the heavy snow.  

We rely heavily on the resources of the Local Authority 
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both through the stocks that they keep of sandbags, and 

other resources in the Council yards.  But to reinforce 

that and to provide an out-of-hours service that's 

immediate, we have, over the last five years, purchased 

vehicles to support major emergencies including severe 

whether represents like we're discussing here.  Both of 

those vehicles are available and we restock them, 

depending on the season.  

We have expanded our role into flood response.  The top 

two photographs show fire fighters who, this year, have 

been trained and equipped to respond to flood 

incidents.  This is a capability that exists within the 

Civil Defence but now we provide an immediate response 

to allow Civil Defence and other agencies to ramp up 

their resources.  The bottom photographs shows rafts 

that have been purchased by the Department of housing 

and that we will be trained to use before the end of 

the year.  

Other specialist roles that are available include the 

response to hazardous materials incidents that was 

updated in terms of training and equipment in 2017.  

And in 2016 we focused on major railway incidents and 

provided training to those stations along the line of 

the coastal railway.  

In 2018 we've expanded into confined space rescue.  The 

photograph shows crews responding to a simulated 
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incident in the Poulaphouca Hydroelectric Plant.  

So when an incident occurs we begin with the severe 

weather response plan and the flow chart that is on the 

screen, whose text will not be readily visible to you, 

but I can explain in the following slides.  But what 

you can see at the top is the yellow, amber and red 

boxes and they relate to the Met Éireann status alerts 

that may be received.  That's our primary source of 

information on forthcoming severe weather events.  It's 

augmented by our own knowledge on the ground in 

relation to flash floods, and from the OPW in terms of 

high water levels, high sea levels.  That then informs 

the Senior Management of Wicklow County Council as to 

what level of response to designate for the forthcoming 

event.  The response is similarly coded yellow, amber 

or red.  And yellow, as was the case last night with 

heavy rains forecast, was simply to monitor the 

situation and is to respond with normal resources.  If 

it goes to an amber level the Crisis Management Team 

comes together and outside agencies are invited to 

attend Wicklow County Council's offices to discuss the 

implications and to plan for the specific event.  And 

red would relate to incidents such as earlier in the 

year with the heavy snows.  

The major element of the plan is coordination.  

Coordination internally within the Local Authority 

structure, Civil Defence, the Municipal Districts area 
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engineers and the Fire Service, and also externally 

through the gardaí, the HSE and voluntary agencies.  

Personnel are trained and practised in crisis 

Management Teams, onsite coordination teams that 

operate out on the ground, local coordination groups 

that operate from here, regional coordination groups if 

there's a larger geographic area involved.  And we've 

also been invited, on occasion, to present to the 

National Emergency Response Coordination Committee, who 

keep us updated on a daily basis during major 

emergencies.  

I was asked to focus a little on the status messages 

because there was some confusion during the ploughing.  

The status yellow alert, which was in place for Wicklow 

and for Offaly during the National Ploughing would be 

an incident that would be responded to with normal 

resources and a higher level of vigilance.  That is the 

case and that is the successful situation.  Moving on 

to the next slide you'll see that within Wicklow that 

involved a few fallen trees that the local engineers 

and ourselves dealt with as a matter of course.  

However, what happened in the next slide in Offaly at 

the ploughing was temporary structures affected by the 

exact same weather were much more severely impacted.  

So we reviewed our plan based on the information.  We 

felt that it beholds us to be careful for any temporary 

structures we're aware of, or even roadworks and cones 

and signs that are put out during yellow and red and 
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amber alerts, but in terms of the successful in 

relation of the plan during recent events it's still 

robust and it still would stand up to scrutiny.  

Just for the members, for an amber alert you're talking 

about just the same criteria, wind, rain and coastal 

warnings but just higher levels of wind, greater 

quantities of rain or higher wind speeds along the 

coast.   And the red we had in the last 18 months and 

that resulted in a far higher level of preparation and 

response, including manning fire stations for periods 

to eliminate the risk of responders coming to the 

station, that they were already there and ready to go 

in full protective equipment and vehicles.  

The new element to the plan is the monitoring and 

assessment where we've expanded out into the Municipal 

Districts to create what's referred to as a severe 

weather assessment team; people that are out on the 

ground observing and can differentiate between the 

impact in different parts of the County, as we saw with 

the heavy snows where different parts of the County 

were affected differently.  

We're still working towards better plans, better 

preparedness.  Two examples are we are in the process 

of upgrading our plans for evacuation and rest centres.  

We're working at a regional way through 

Michael Richardson in the Civil Defence to bring 
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together regional resources to prepare for the 

possibility that a number of houses or people would be 

evacuated temporarily or slightly longer.  

Finally, we have Paul Ivory and Tom Griffin working, at 

a regional level, on oil pollution to assess what 

primary equipment we need in Wicklow to be reinforced 

by regional resources in the event of such an event.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Michael, when you're ready 

there please.  Michael Richardson is the Civil Defence 

officer.  

MR. RICHARDSON:  Good afternoon.  What I'll do is just 

run through a few slides of the resources available to 

you from the Civil Defence.  

Currently in Wicklow we have 65 active members all 

garda vetted.  They are dispersed across the County in 

five units, training in different locations.  

Those units specialise in the auxiliary fire service, 

in our Search and Rescue Unit, our Water Unit, our 

Communication Unit and our First Aid Unit.  

Our resources available to the PRAs are search for 

missing persons which we would support An Garda 

Síochána quite regularly throughout the County.  In 

support of the Local Authority and our fire service our 

support with flood response, first aid, water rescue, 

with the setting up and managing of evacuation rest 
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centres.  Our severe weather response, which was put to 

task earlier this year for a couple of weeks with our 

snow and flooding.  We would support community events 

in the County; i.e. the likes of the Bray Air Show, 

Round Ireland Yacht Race, and other smaller community 

events.  We also can depend on support within our 

region which would be Dublin, Kildare, Wexford and 

Meath Civil Defence if we were not in a position of 

dealing with the situation ourselves.  

At the moment our fleet which we're currently and 

continuously upgrading, we have five jeeps available to 

us which were quite over-used during the snow of late 

February and early March.  Mostly what we did was 

assisted the Health Service with bringing patients to 

Elm Park Hospital for dialysis and chemotherapy where 

the taxi service that they would normally travel in 

weren't available to them.  The Civil Defence supported 

that from north Wexford and right across the County 

bringing patients to hospital for dialysis.  

We also have two ambulances one four-by-four ambulance 

and one standard ambulance as in the photograph.  

From an equipment point of view, to support mainly our 

flood response we have a number of dry suits which 

would be similar to what you would have in the Fire 

Service and flood suits, live jackets, personal 

flotation devices, search poles which is for wading in 
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water when we would have (inaudible).  We have throw 

bags which, rather than entering the water we would 

have a procedure where you throw a line to the person 

who needs to be recovered.  We have a flood raft there 

similar to what the Fire Service have and we have an 

inflatable platform where we can wade in with and 

evacuate people whether from vehicles, or from their 

homes.  

Other equipment for non-flood response:  For 

contamination we have inflatable shelters.  We've 

pop-up tents, as in the bottom picture there.  We've an 

excessive quantity of portable pumps.  We've 

decontamination, as I said.  We've a sonar search unit 

that we can put off the side of our boat unit.  All or 

radios are GPS tracked, so we know where our members 

are from the position on the radios.  We have our Tetra 

radio system that can link in with the Garda Síochána 

and the Fire Service and National Ambulance Service.  

Defibrillators.  And as mentioned, to set up rest 

centres we have a limited quantity of fold-up beds 

which were used earlier in the year with a temporary 

shelter set up in Bray.  

Regional available to us, I'm sure some of you have 

seen this on RTÉ news is an all-wheel drive Hagglund 

unit that's based in Dublin Civil Defence, but it is a 

national asset and we used it successfully this year 

over in Manor Kilbride to evacuate a family from a home 
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during the snow blizzard.  

We also have a canine cadaver dog, a search dog.  Again 

we've used it successfully here in the County, 

particularly with the recovery of the body parts in the 

Wicklow Mountains during last year.  The dog was 

brought in from Dublin which assisted the guards in 

recovering the lady's remains up there.  

As Aidan mentioned, the Civil Defence are trained in 

the deployment of the portable morgue unit, which can 

be deployed in the County on the request of the 

pathologist for the temporary storage of bodies.  

New to Wicklow this year are three pilots are 

qualifying through the Irish Aviation Authority for a 

pilot's licence on 24th November.  We now have a drone 

unit in the County that's available and we've trained 

up three pilots and five camera operators for the drone 

and we've successfully used that in monitoring the 

fires in the middle of the summer and got some very 

good footage for the Fire Service that we could use for 

future fires.  They could see the extent of the fires.  

Again, our resources, we've continuously upgraded our 

fleet.  Each year we apply to the Department for grant 

aid for replacing fleet where appropriate.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Thank you very much.  And now we 

have Michael Flynn, who is the senior engineer in 
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roads, Michael.  We'll have questions after this.  

MR. FLYNN:  Just a brief run through our winter 

maintenance plan review.

Our winter season, as you can see there, starts on 15th 

October and runs right through to 29th April and we 

hope that's the end of it.  We have a winter service 

plan and this sets out our approach to provide a 

response to cold weather events and that's frost, ice, 

snow.  This plan is currently updated and will be 

available on the website.  Just moving along.  

This is showing the routes which were gritted, where we 

spread the salt on roads at night when we have a 

forecast of low temperatures.  We've nine distinct 

routes.  They're colour-coded, as you see there.  The 

N81 is red in the west and you see green there in the 

east, which is the marked contract on the N11.  Then 

we've all the regional roads.  We have what are called 

Priority 1 and Priority 2 responses depending on what 

the forecasts are.  On any given night if we respond to 

both Priority 1 and Priority 2 we cover 500 kilometres 

of route each night we go out.  Dotted along those 

roads there we have five depots where we store our salt 

and they're located at Newtown, Carnew, Roundwood, 

Baltinglass and Blessington.  We have a capacity for 

4,000 tonnes of salt and presently we have a stock of 

2,500 tonnes and a further thousand on order.  So we're 

well prepared for the season ahead.  
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Just moving on.  That graph there is just a screenshot 

of our Visalia Icecaps System.  This is the 

computerised system that we use to make decisions as to 

what nights we go out and when we don't go out.  

Essentially it's linked to a network of weather 

stations which are located around the road network and 

it's monitored continuously by three duty engineers 

from the head office here.  Based on forecasts from the 

data gained from weather stations, decisions are made 

as to when we go out and we don't go out.  

Finally there you have one of our winter trucks, winter 

maintenance trucks.  We've nine of those operating on 

any given night.  

Just a few facts and figures.  The annual spend in 

Wicklow is typically in or around 800,000 per annum.  

Last year we were out on 70 occasions.  We have, in 

addition to the mapping and the trucks going around the 

area, we also have grit deposits located in stockpiles 

at key strategic locations.  About 80 of those.  

There's a map on our website which will tell you where 

those locations are.  

Finally just one thing, winter maintenance is not an 

exact science and drivers should always drive with 

extra care when there's snow or ice forecast.  Just 

because a route is on that map does not mean it would 
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be necessarily clear of ice.  So just a matter of 

caution.  I'll finish on that.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Is nobody for questions?

CLLR. FOX:  I have, Cathaoirleach.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Just briefly.  I have a question 

to answer in a few minutes from Cllr. Whitmore so I'll 

take the three briefly if we possibly can and then I'll 

move on to Cllr. Whitmore.  Cllr. Fox.  

CLLR. FOX:  I'll be very brief, Chairman.  Just in 

relation to the gritting and the gritting route.  For 

the last number of years there are some roads on the 

gritting route which fall into two engineering areas; 

half the route can be gritted one part of the day 

whereas the other half of the route...  So we can often 

have a road that is half open but still unpassable 

because half of it is in another engineering area and 

it remains blocked.  Is there any possibility that 

there could be agreements reached between Municipal 

Districts, staff of Municipal Districts that Districts 

can take a road in its entirety in charge.  Thanks, 

Chairman. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Cllr. Ruttle.  

CLLR. RUTTLE:  Yes, Cathaoirleach.  I'd like to thank 

all the presentations made.  I'll be quick.  It's an 

item that I've raised here before.  If we look at the 

areas, the standard gritting areas, the Wicklow Gap, 

parts of the Sally Gap and the regional roads.  It's 

always this issue that comes up about the gritting of 

the lap of the lake at Blessington, the whole lake area 
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because that releases hundreds and hundreds of people 

and I have asked and will continue to ask that that 

issue be revisited.  

The other thing is the local access only issue.  

Cllr. Fox and myself put down a motion here where we 

suffer, if you live in certain areas, where I do, in 

Sally Gap you have the snow tourists who arrive, go up 

have a look, get trapped, block the road, make it 

impossible for the locals to get in or get out and make 

rescue services very difficult.  What progress can we 

make on that?  During severe weather if we get the 

signs up:  Local access only.  

The other one is could we expand further the 

distribution of heaps of grit and sand to specific 

locations where vulnerable people themselves will put 

them on vulnerable pieces of road because we're well 

aware the Council can't be everywhere.  A lot of people 

will take responsibility for shovelling stuff out of 

locations.  If that could be advanced.  Thank you, 

Cathaoirleach.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you.  Cllr. Blake.  

CLLR. BLAKE:  Thank you, Cathaoirleach.  I'd like to 

thank Michael for the presentation.  Cllr. Fox has 

alluded to different districts there, but we have 

another issue down in our area and that is a different 

Local Authority.  In the past we had an agreement with 

Wexford County Council in terms of the Carney/Gorey 
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road who gritted that particular section of road?  I 

know Wicklow County Council were crossing the border 

for a period of time there.  I'm just wondering will 

that agreement continue for the coming year as well?  

Equally so, the R747 between the section of it from 

Hacketstown to Kiltegan, that runs from County Carlow.  

And, again, while Wicklow County Council are actually 

gritting the R747 it's very intermittent in terms of 

Carlow County Council gritting the remaining part that 

is actually in County Carlow.  I'm just wondering what 

level of communication do we have with other local 

authorities in terms of that?  Thank you, Chairman. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  Michael, can you come in there.  

MR. FLYNN:  The issue with the two engineering areas, 

and certainly if you tell us exactly which areas those 

are, we can talk to them and see what we can do.  The 

routes can take anything from three to four hours and 

coordinating the route that will start and end the 

route may not be just straightforward.  But I feel it 

wouldn't be exceptional where it's done and there's a 

gap between half the road being done and half not.  So 

we'll try and see if we can do something about that.  

The Wicklow Gap and the lake at Blessington, this 

gritting route has evolved, primarily based on our 

ability to respond.  We've nine lorries out and spend 

800,000.  It's probably a question of resources.  If 

the Wicklow Gap is impassable it's not possible to get 

up with a truck when we get heavy snow.  
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The lake at Blessington, we'll talk to the local 

engineer and see what can be done there.  

In relation to local access only, I'm aware of the 

motion put down earlier in the year.  It's not 

something that's generally done.  I mean we've had a 

look at it, policing it will certainly be an issue.  

But I mean again particular locations we might be able 

to look at it on a trial basis.  It's one to be looked 

at again.  

The grit locations, as I said already there's over 80 

already and that's coming from local requests and 

certainly if there are other areas where people want 

deposits of grip we can certainly look at that and see 

if we can assist.  If you could just bring that to the 

local engineer, I've no doubt they'll help on that.  

We do have meetings, generally informal meetings with 

other local authorities, Carlow, Kildare, Wexford and 

Dun Laoghaire.  Again, if there are issues around those 

if you make us aware we'll try and get in touch with 

the relevant engineers.  

The Hacketstown and Carlow, again, we have, in our 

Maintenance Plan, the contact details for all the 

adjoining counties.  So certainly we will make contact 

with them if you make us aware of an issue.  And the 
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names and contacts that are in the Winter Service Plan 

is our website.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Okay.  That's grand.  There's a 

question there in regard to Cllr. Whitmore and it's has 

Wicklow County Council had any discussions with 

stakeholders or the Department regarding the purchase 

of lands at Luggala?  I'll let the Chief Executive take 

this. 

MR. CURRAN:  A number of organisations like 

Mountaineering Ireland have written in relation to the 

State Purchasing Act.  If this Council wants to do that 

that's fine.  There's a big price on it now, it's 

28 million.  It was in State ownership and those issues 

could be addressed.  

As it happens, the State have appointed planning 

consultants and they've asked to meeting ourselves, 

myself and Sean Quirke are meeting them next week and 

they said they'll discuss those issues as well in 

relation to walking routes and other issues that we 

raised.  They've one or two other items as well.  We'll 

talk to them about that.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Whitmore, just on that.  

CLLR. WHITMORE:  I know the estate itself is up for 

28 million but the proposal from Mountaineering Ireland 

and National Parks as well is that housing 4,000 or 

5,000 acres is bought and I think that was estimated at 

less than 2 million.  So it's actually a very, very 

small amount of money and I think from a recreational 
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and tourism perspective it would be really important 

that the Minister and State buy it.  Interestingly, one 

thing that hasn't been discussed is the impact on the 

sale, or any potential impact of a sale on the film 

industry.  I spoke to someone today who is actually the 

location manager in the studios and he has said that if 

Luggala was not open to them as a site for filming it 

would have a huge impact on the film industry.  He 

described it as the jewel in the crown of Ireland for 

film.  He said when a foreign director comes into 

Ireland they are shown Ashford Studios and they are 

shown Luggala.  It is that important.  So from our 

perspective as a Council it is strategic.  I'm 

proposing that we write as a council to the Minister 

and I have it written out.  Do you want me to read it 

out as a proposal?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Yeah.  

CLLR. WHITMORE:  The proposal is that Wicklow County 

Council writes to the Minister and request that the 

State acquire the uplands surrounding Luggala Estate in 

County Wicklow for the public's recreational use, and 

that it be incorporated for Wicklow National Park.  I 

would also request that this letter be send to Mr. Sean 

(inaudible) rural and community development for his 

consideration.  I think the importance of the site for 

film industry in Wicklow is outlined in it and that the 

letter also be cc'd to the Irish Film Board because I 

think it's important that we make our concerns also 

known to them.  This is a very, very important 
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strategic site for us. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Kavanagh, do you want to propose 

that?  I think everyone would agree with that.  That's 

agreed.

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cllr. Whitmore, will you e-mail that 

proposal to us?

CLLR. WHITMORE:  I will, yeah.  Cllr. Matthews is 

seconding it.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Kavanagh, you're seconding that, 

are you?

CLLR. KAVANAGH:  I am, yeah.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I think that's agreed.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Cllr. Matthews is seconding that.  He 

was on the submission.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Sorry, Cllr. Matthews.  I think we'd 

all agree with that.  It's very desirable that it comes 

into State ownership.  Okay.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  We will note the annual report.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We will not the annual report there as 

well.  That's been agreed. 

MR. NICHOLSON:  I won't delay the meeting.  This is a 

presentation, Cathaoirleach, on the findings of a 

report on the resettlement of a number of Somali 

refugees in Arklow Town in 2013.  

There are two purposes in doing this; firstly to review 

the experiences good and bad of the Somali settlement 

in Arklow; and also to prepare us for any additional 

refugees that we may be asked to resettle in a few 
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years and, in particular, the expected arrival of 

refugees from Syria in the very near future.  

So I'm just going to go through a quick presentation.  

It won't take long.  

Just in case no one knows where Somalia is, that's 

where it is (indicating).  It's in Africa.  Most people 

would find it hard to pick it out on a map so I thought 

I'd show you a map to show you where it was.  

I just thought that I'd start off by telling you the 

rights of refugees under the resettlement programme, 

because they do have some particular rights that some 

of you may not be aware of.  The right to seek and 

enter employment in the State; the right to carry out 

any business in the State; the right to access 

education and training in a like manner to the same 

extent as an Irish citizen; the right to receive the 

same medical care and services and the same Social 

Welfare payments, including to housing; the same rights 

of travel to and from the State, the same as Irish 

citizens; the right to apply to the Minister for 

Justice and Equality for permission for a member of the 

family to enter and reside in the State; and the right 

to reside in the State for at least three years.  

Just to start off.  We were asked to initially take 

three, we actually ended up getting six Somali families 
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in 2013.  We were told more would follow.  In fact no 

more families came, we just had the six.  We set up an 

Reunification Committee with support direction from the 

Department of Justice and Equality.  

The six families consisted of 14 young people and six 

adults and they came to us through that reunification 

process.  We were fortunate in Wicklow insofar as these 

families didn't come directly from Somalia, they came 

from Somali to Malta and then from Malta to us.  So 

they weren't straight from Somalia.  

The difficulty we had was, in 2018 this had grown to 45 

people.  A lot of these families had other members of 

their family scattered all over Europe and when we 

accommodated them initially in the houses in Arklow, 

other members of the family joined them later on and 

that has led to some problems because we now have 

overcrowding in some cases.  

Four of the six households are headed by women while 

70% of those who came are under 22.  There's quite a 

large number of children.  

We set up, as I mentioned earlier, we set up a 

Committee.  It came under the LCDC Children and Young 

Persons Services Committee and the Citizens' 

Information Board.  We have identified a need to 

consult with Somali families and these are the issues 
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which I'm going to show you later on what came up.  

We got funding through the office for the Promotion of 

Migrant Integration and the Citizens' Information Board 

to carry out the research.  We procured a consultant, 

Dr. Sally Daly, and she has done the review which is 

being launched after the meeting by the Cathaoirleach, 

Pat Vance.  Really we asked her to look at the issues 

and recommendations, identify best practice and develop 

an inter-agency approach to rolling out responses.  

The Resettlement Programme was funded by the Department 

of Justice and Equality.  This ended in 2015.  

Following this thee was a declined link-in service with 

the families.  One of the problems we discovered was 

that when the funding dried up and the resources dried 

up there was very little contact with the families.  

This is where the problem arose, this whole integration 

of families into Irish society.  

There was a huge need for an increase in services, 

particularly when the additional numbers arrived from 

all parts of Europe.  We involved a number of local 

agencies in Arklow, including the Vault Youth Services, 

Springboard and CIS.  

As I mentioned earlier, some households have grown 

significantly larger than originally anticipated when 

they were originally housed.  Some were suffering from 
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unassessed trauma and associated mental health issues.  

The challenge really is to mainstream services and 

agencies in the County.  They're having difficulty 

accessing mainstream services.  

Some of the findings that we discovered in the report, 

access to services are challenged or denied because of 

a failure to understand the rights and the programme 

for refugees.  A lot of them didn't understand what 

rights they had and what rights the rest of the members 

of their family had.  Obviously there was a huge 

language barrier - none of them spoke English and our 

Somalian want wasn't great either.  

They had difficulty understanding our technology and 

our terminology.  They had difficulty in filling in 

complex forms.  They may not seem complex to us but 

obviously if English isn't your first language they're 

very complex.  We had difficulty even accessing 

translator services.  There are very few people in 

Ireland who actually speak Somalian.  

They had a lack of understanding of the systems in 

place.  For example, how you go about registering for 

school transport.  It seems obvious to us but to them 

it's a very, very difficult thing to do.  They just had 

overall difficulty getting into mainstream and getting 

employment.  

There's a need for training for State agencies to 
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understand the needs and rights of refugees; need more 

direct support for the Somalian community; need for a 

better coordinated inter-agency response to ensure the 

needs are met.  Also to learn from this so that when 

the next batch of refugees come we're better prepared 

we don't make the same mistakes we may have made.  

So our next steps is we have to develop an integration 

strategy.  We have a duty under the 2014 Act to promote 

equality of opportunity and protect the human rights to 

both staff and the person to provide the services to.  

Any future refugee resettlement programme will be 

guided by the recommendations of this report.  

From the LCDC point of view, the LCDC (inaudible) 

considered the responses and recommendations of this 

report.  

Since then they have set up the working group to 

develop responses to the recommendations of this 

report.  We had hoped that Minister David Stanton, who 

is Minister for State and has responsibility for this, 

would join us this evening.  He can't make it but he 

has asked us to attend his office after the launch 

today and make a presentation to him.  He is fascinated 

with the findings of the report, we sent him a copy of 

it and he thinks it was great work.  

Just a thank you to the Somali community for sharing 
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their experiences.  Some of them will be outside after 

the meeting.  To all the agencies that took part in the 

review, and obviously to Dr. Sally Daly who produced 

this in-depth review.  Which we believe is the first 

time a review of this nature has been done by any Local 

Authority.  Any questions?  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. McLoughlin.

CLLR. McLOUGHLIN:  Just very briefly, Michael, on as 

Chair of the SPC I want to thank you for all the work 

that was involved with this.  You know it's such a 

small number of people and yet the issues are huge and 

complex.  If we are to take responsibility as people 

and have more people coming into our country, people 

that need our help, we have to take on board everything 

that's in this report.  It's obviously not just for 

Somalis, it's for any other communities that come in.  

I think it's really, really worthwhile.  I think 

everybody should have a read of it.  Particularly the 

infographic is very simple to understand and we don't 

have long reams of papers to read.  

So congratulations.  I think it's worthwhile and as 

chair I'm very proud that we've done it.  Thank you.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. O'Brien, and two more, just very 

briefly because we're coming up to 5:00 o'clock and 

it's finished then.  Cllr. Dermot O'Brien.  

CLLR. DERMOT O'BRIEN:  Thanks, Cathaoirleach.  I know 

Cllr. McLoughlin said that she was very proud of the 

report and I think even today with the couple of 
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presentations we can be proud of Wicklow and the fact 

that we are putting ourselves out there, we're learning 

from experiences.  I think the collaboration that was 

involved in this project between all relevant agencies, 

all stakeholders, including the Somalians, including 

the young people from that community, I think is a 

testament to what the report will tell us.  I think 

it's important that we recognise it's about integration 

not assimilation, that these people are something to 

contribute but that they also have their own identities 

that they're bringing with them.  I think there's 

something about how Wicklow can be a place where 

refugees can come and flourish.  

So I think the challenge ahead of us is how we take on 

the recommendations and bring them to life at all 

levels. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thanks very much for that.  Cllr. Behan 

and then Cllr. Murphy.  

CLLR. BEHAN:  I just want to congratulate Michael and 

the team and everybody involved on what obviously has 

been a very, very worthwhile project.  I did note 

something he said that the support from the State, if 

you like, seemed to end in 2015.  Now it's the 

Governments of the countries who decide to accept 

refugees.  It's not acceptable that they would suddenly 

cut off support in 2016 or 2015 and leave it to local 

authorities, who are already underfunded, to manage the 

scheme.  When you're meeting David Stanton I would 
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propose that there should be a view expressed by this 

Council that this support should be continuous, not cut 

off arbitrarily after a year or two.  I'd like to make 

that proposal. 

CATHAOIRLEACH:  I'd certainly second that.  Will you 

take that up, Michael?

MR. NICHOLSON:  Yeah.

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Cllr. Murphy.  

CLLR. MURPHY:  Certainly I echo what Cllr. Behan and 

yourself have said.  With many projects that I've been 

involved in over the years, especially with the 

community work with Wicklow Partnership when I've been 

involved in minority groups this has happened.  They 

pump in a lot of money for the first year or two then 

the funding is cut off and the minority of people is 

just stranded again.  You know, they're only finding 

their feet.  I certainly welcome this and anything I 

can do as Cathaoirleach to be involved in the project 

just ask.  Thank you very much.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  Thank you very much for that.  Could I 

just say to Michael again well done on these things in 

regard to this.  I wasn't aware this was happening and 

I certainly wasn't aware the amount of work that has to 

go in.  I can understand what needs to be done but I 

didn't realise how difficult it would be as well.  

Certainly that's an eye-opener for me as well.  The 

launch is at 5:15.  The protocol meeting is here now at 

5:00 o'clock.  

MS. GALLAGHER:  Just there's correspondence there, 
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Cathaoirleach.  The members have been circulated with a 

letter that the Chief Executive received in relation to 

the public meeting for the 29th Threemilewaters 2018 

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Centre of Excellence 

Ballinakill, Rathdrum.  

CATHAOIRLEACH:  We'll circulate that. 

MS. GALLAGHER:  It has been circulated.

THE MEETING THEN CONCLUDED
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